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Clinton testifies
in murder trial

BERNARD KANEA•cirm et Toys onto

UNITED SERVICES: United Way President Jack Bykowski, left, helps Anette Perry and Glenda Car-

roll sign in while John Glisson, Ann Ingle and Tonle CiseY wait their turns. The group was part of 65
service organizations gathered at the Curris Center Wednesday for the first Calloway United Benevolent
-Services meeting. The meeting was sponsored by the United Way.

Former Murray resident
develops Skim Delux
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
A former Murray resident, who
now lives in Paris, Tenn., has
invented a product that may revolutionalize the milk industry.
Kenny Nixon, a native of
Jacksboro, Texas,. has spent the
last six years developing a product called Skim Delux.
Now in 25 states, Nixon's product has reached the shelves of
1,700
approximately
supermarkets.
In a prciduct similar to skim
milk, Skim Delux is a fat-free
product that has virtually no
cholesterol.
With the same consistency,

"mouth feel" and taste as 2 percent milk, Skim Delux has less
calories per 8-ounce serving than
skim milk. The ingredients in the
product include regular skim
milk, cellulose gel and cellulose
gum, which come from a cotton
plant. It is also colored with a
vegetable-based natural coloring
called annatto.
Before moving to Murray, Nixon worked in Old Hickory, Tenn.
as a research chemist for DuPont
in the late 1950's.
Since leaving DuPont in 1960,
Nixon has worked independently,
using various laboratories,
including two in Murray.
Nixon, a dietary fiber research-

er, discovered the product while
living in Murray in. 1987.
During his 17 years in Murray,
Nixon formed the Kentucky Candy Company, where he had a
laboratory that aided in his discovery of the product_
Some work on the project was
also done at Nixon's Embassy
apartment, where he converted
his kitchen into a makeshift lab.
A 1952 graduate of Vanderbilt
University. in Nashville, Nixon
researched the idea and developed its basic formula at the
school's regional lab.
"I really found out about it
when I went to the laboratory at
See Page 3

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer,
Saundra Lamb Clinton took the
stand Wednesday in response to
charges she deliberately set. a
house fire resulting in the death
of her mother Mildred Dodd in
1993.
The tria is entering its third
day Thursday.
'
a
Clinton faces one charge of
first degree murder in the death
of her mother and two counts of
first degree attempted murder of
.her brother and nephew who also
lived in the house on Squize HolSAUNDRA LAMB CLINTON
land Road.
the possibihis that the fire origiEarlier Wednesday. Commonnated in Clinton's bedroom from
wealth's Attorney Mike Ward
concluded the prosecution's'case .:either a .faulty bed warmer or
electric blanket and then spread
by calling arson investigators to
through the house b!, means of a
testify about the fire scene.
draft created by an opened hack
Calloway Circuit Court--Judge
door and heat consecuon transDavid Buckingham qualified
fer, where items ignite because of
Richard Hartz of the -Kentucky
the ininse heat of traveling
State Police as an expert in. arson
smoke.
investigation.
Officer Don Serif was subpoe
Hartz testified that there were
four separate fires in the house. naed uri testify for the prosecution. He is a former state arson
His conclusions were based on
the fact that he could find no investigator.turrently working as
traces of flame movement from a -hazardous devices expert for
the state-police. Sent said he has
one "hot spot" to another.
On cross examination, Clin- only investigated two or three
ton's attorney Gary Haver-stock arson fires since 1987.
Hav.erstock objected to Sent's
brought out the fact that Hartz
was not certified by any agency testimony because of his extensive layoff from arson investigaas an arson specialist.
'The defense's case is based on tion, but Buckingham overruled

•

0

— Urge the utility to break a
pledge ft* a 10-year rate freeze
now in its eighth year.
— Push for greater government
oversight.
— Suggest privatization, or
selling off all or pans of the
government-owned power
producer.
Crowell said Wednesday that
Bowsher responded that "he
would be very happy to meet
with me after the draft came out.
and I sent word back to him ... I
cannot adequately express my
concerns ... after it becomes
public."
TVA wif1 have a chance to formally respond to the report
before it ii officially released.
But Crowell. a former journalist
and congressional aide, expects
the draft will be leaked to the
a-See Page 3

-Fire S...CriCS MC [AC flfigCT
prints. euh is unique with its
own characteristics.- - Serif
replied -This one was different
because there was a death
involved and because of the four
separate points of origin "
At the comlusion of the states
Lase, an emotional Clinton took
the stand and testified that %he
O See Page 3

State drops Miller investigation
KenBENTON. Ky.(AP)
tucky State Police investigation
of Marshall County JudgeExecutive Mike Miller failed to
find enough evidence to- send the
case to a grand jury, a special
prosecutor said.
Christian County Commonwealth's Attorney John Atkins
announced his findings in a letter
to state police and to Miller's
attorney. Atkins declined to corn-

mcnt other than to confirm he.
had wriuen the letter.
State police'began looking into
Miller's outside job as a salesman
for Timber Bridge Co. of Kentucky after getting a complaintFrom a private citurn that Miller
was co-mingling official and private duties, Sgt: Don Young said
One allegation 'centered on
whether the county and the
bridge company both paid for

TVA braces
for critical
audit on debt
By DUNCAN MANSFIELD
Associated Pros; Writer
•
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Tennessee Valley Authority
chairman Craven Crowell Can't
seem to get any satisfaction from
a congressional investigative
a4ency preparing to release a
report criticizing TVA's debt.
Crowell has been attacking the
anticipated report from the General Accounting Office for weeks
and demanding a meeting with
Comptroller General Charles
Bowsher before the audit
becomes public.
GAO officials are scheduled so
brief TVA representatives on the
report's draft today in Knoxville,
and members of the TVA congressional caucus on Friday.
The TVA chairman has said he
is concerned the report will:
— Criticize TVA management
of its $27 billion debt.

the objection and Scni was qualified as an cspen %fine..
SenfTiia%
1” 3 state
police detective 811 earls Dec.cm•
ha 193 to render an -outsid
er's" opinion of the scene
Sent corroborated the.prosecu
lion's case saying he felt that in
no lay were the four fires conected by a single flame and said
he thought they were all set at
time
aPPro‘intatels the
In ..ross elcammitpuin. Hater
stot.k asked Sent how he
accounted for the estenstse damage to Clinton's bedroom ...tole
the other throe "hot spots" sus
nsiJcrahIs less damage
tamed
Sent had no explanation
Haverstock also crliestioned
Senfs ability to recall the scene
"You sam_called out to the
house one tims„ in 1 1491. onh
stayed at the scene for half an
hour. took no notes and evet sou
have total recall of" what vou
observed' Haserstock asked

Miller's expenses at a cons.en
lion. Another asked whether the
bodge job posed a conflict of
interest. Young said.
State police found little evi
dence to back up the claims.
Young said, but he declined to
comment on specifics
- Miller said he was pleased by
the decision not to prosecute and
It See P•4241

River
traffic
flowing
HAMLETSBURG, III. (AP)
River traffic returned to normal
near Smithland Lock and Dam
where 12 barges broke away from
their tow as it attempted to go
through the lock.
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STICKER SHOCK: Loons Shelley arid children Justin and Alif Gipson purchase their city sticker
doting lunchtime Wednesday. Sticker prices want up today
$311.50 for cars

Officials will inspect Smith
land Lock and Dam on Thursday
to see whether Tuesday night's
accident damaged the facility.
River and towing experts freed
a barge lodged SUM pie No. I
at the dam about 7 p.m. (In
Wednesday. Area Lqckmaster
Carroll Banks told ,The Paducah
Sun. Workers also freed two
other barges that were lodged
against the lock wall.
One of the lock's two chain.
ben had been closed since the
accident, but it was reopened
alter Os barges were removed.
The bar* broke away from

• See POO 3
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e are having an Anniversary Celebration Sale
with TREMENDOUS Savings in every department.
It's our way of saying 'Thank You"for letting us
serve you over the last 46 years.
Famous Baldwin
Pianos

*Listed Below Are Just a Few Of The Outstanding Buys You Will Find
Traditional Style Sofa from Hickory Hill. Semi-attached back with
matching arm pillows. Blue, burgundy & green plaid cover.
Matching ioveseat available.
Reg. $899.95

NOW

'499"

Starting At

NOW

Chest by Southern. Antique pine
finish. Reg. $7991
'

. starting at

Leather Lane Action Recliner.
Available in cream or teal. Reg.
$599.95

M JAMISON
Bedding

179.95
219.95
269.95

Genuine
$95000 LA-Z-BOY
Recliners
NOW

Leather Sofa by La-Z-Boy. Pub
style with nailhead trim. Cream
color. Reg. $1995.00

NOW

$27700

$399"
3-Pc.Iron & Glass Table Group.2
rectangular end tables and 1 rectangular cocktail table. Reg.
$399.95

3-Pc. Table Group. Oak finish. 2
end tables and 1 cocktail table.
Slightly damaged. Reg. $199.95

3-Pc. Bedroom Suite. Cherry finish. Triple dresser, mirror, large
chest and headboard. Nightstand available. Reg. $1399.95

1/2

NOW

599995

Queen Set

NOW

1/2

2-Pc. Sofa & Chair Combination.
87" sofa. Loose pillow back con- NOW
struction with a slip cover look. sga995
Olive and cream stripe fabric with v'd
tapestry arm pillows. Reg.
$2199.95

Save

25%
On All
Area Rugs

Lane Double Reclining Loveseat. NOW
Green, blue & burgundy plaid $cA995 Hutch &
China Cabinet. Antique NOW
cover. Matching arm pillows. .7
cherry finish. Floor sample. Reg. $65000
Reg. $1278.00
$1995.00
Sofa by Lexington. Traditional NOW
style. Loose pillow back conLane 3-Pc. Sectional with Reclin$45000
struction. Heavy tapestry fabric.
ing Unit and Sleeper Unit. Mauve
Reg. $1499.95
and blue fabric.

NOW

1/2

Chippendale Wingback Chair NOW
Twin Size Sleeper with InnersprI
from Fairfield. Hunter green
$17700 ing Mattress. Blue and mauve
fabric. Slightly damaged. Reg. I
fabric. Reg. $899.95
$499.95

NOW

Save

25%
On All
Accessories

:39995

All KELLER
Dining
Room

30% 0„

7-Pc. Solid Oak Dining Room by
Cochrane. Double pedestal table NOW
wfth 2-12" leaves and 6 chairs. $149500
Floor sample. Reg. $2725.00

Transitional Style Leather Sofa
by Hickory Hill. All leather construction. Navy blue.
Reg. $1995.00

NOW

1099"

Large Selection Of

Pictures
Reduced Up To

Loveseat by Hickory Hill. Transkional style with loose pillow NOW
back construction. Teal green 139r°
stripe fabric. Reg. $799.95.

3-Pc.Oak Bedroom Suite. Triple
dresser, mirror, chest and head
& footboard. Night stand available. Reg. $1995.00

NOW

1250°°

50%

And More

No Payment, No Interest For 6 Months
With Approved Credit

urtn.an's
FURNITURE

FREE
DELIVERY
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•Murder trial...
FROM PAGE 1
and her mother had played cards
with relauves early in the evening of Nov. 28, 1993
Clinton tesufied that she and
her mother returned home at
around 5.30 or 6 p m. and spent
the rest of the evening watching
TV.
Clinton said she took some
clothes to her car sometime that
evening.
Clinton told the court that the
clothes were there because she
had to run several different
errands the next day that required
her to change into different
clothes.
"I took everything out to the
car that I was going to need the
next day except a blouse." Clinton said.
She said she planned to take it
out to the car later.
Clinton said she turned on her
electric blanket and bed warmer
in her room on the northeast side
of the house and went to take a
bath around 10:30 p.m.
"When I came out of the bathroom and got to the corner of the
kitchen and saw red coming from
my bedroom. I panicked and ran

•

Overbey's wife lady Ann also
confirmed this sestaiiony.
"Whim I saw Seedy. she was
dreased ma dark blue robe." she
said.
Jody Overbey testified that
once back at the scene of the fire.
she walked with Clifton to her
car where Clinton changed into
jeans and a jacket.
Haverstock called several
(needs of both Clinton and Dodd
to testify to their relationship.
Sasso Evans, Nancy Schroeder
and Clyde Rowland all auended
church with Clinton and Dodd.
AU three witnesses were asked
almost the same question by
Haverstock, "What was (Clinton
and Dodd's) relationship like?"
"I never saw anything but a
very good mother-daughter relationship," Evans said.
Schroeder, who has known the
family all her life said. -They
were very close in my eyes."
All three said that Clinton was
very proud of the house and had
spent a large amount of money
on remodeling.
Ward focused on two certificates of deposit that were jointly
controlled by Clinton and Dodd.
In the 1980s. Clinton received

out the beck door." she said
Haverstock asked.Clinton what
she did next.
-I ran around to the frost of
the house yelling for Momma."
she said.
Clinton said she saw smoke
and her lint thought was to go
get help
"So J.,jumped in my car." she
said.
On cross examination. Ward
challenged the fact that she had
left the keys in the vehicle.
"I was not done, (taking items
to the car) I was going to take a
blouse out there later," she said.
Gary Dan Lamb, Clinton's
brother, testified Tuesday that he
saw Clinton dressed in blue
jeans, boots and (jacket as she
ran from the house to the car.
Lamb said he was with his son
and mother at a second story
window.
Defense witness Donald Frank
Overbey lived close to the house
and was summond by Clinton the
night of the fire.
Overtvey testified that when he
was awakened by Clinton at
around 11:15 p.m., she was
dressed in a blue bathrobe.

Skim Delux...
FROM PAGE 1
Vanderbilt University," Nixon
said. "I came up with the basics
of this formulation and refined it
later."
After getting married in 1988,
Nixon moved to Paris and began
Mendenhall Laboritories at his
home.
Mississippi State University
also aided Nixon by doing some
research of their own on Skim
Delux.
"They actually made several
runs of the product and found it
to be viable, drinkable and a product that people would appreciate
and use," Nixon said.
In 1988, Nixon applied to the
Food and Drug Administration
for a patent, which covers the
process used in making the product. Almost three years later, he
received the patent to market
Skim Delux, which involves pasturization and high-pressure

homogenization.
A process that took approximately nine months to a year to
formulate, Nixon never doubted
that his product could do well.
"I thought it would (sell) from
the beginning," he said. "That
may sound cocky, but I believed
that it would be a top seller."
Before making a national
debut, Skim Delia- was testmarketed throughout the state of Kansas by Dilions supermarkets last
September.
"I went to the Secretary of
Agriculture's office in Washington, D.C. and they suggested the
procedure I should follow to get
Slim Delux going nationwide,"
Nixon said.
After a successful testmarketing campaign, Slim Delux gained
spots in Kroger stores throughout
the country. thee product first hit
Midwestern states and moved to
parts of Texas, Virginia and as

gotten that reaction."

media as soon as it reaches Capitol Hill.
Crowell, concerned the report
will become a political tool of
TVA opponents, said he didn't
plan to attend today's briefing.
Asked whether he'd learned
anything new about the report.
Crowell said, "No, except that I
did detect that GAO was quite
_defensive about my comments
'about it, which to me was noteworthy. If they were so sure of
their rcpon, I would not have

-Because of the competing
insurance companies. I advised
Saundra to put some of ihe
money in her mother's name so
as not to have it all tied up." he
said.
Testimony is scheduled to con
dude Thursday and both sides
will give their closing arguments
Buckingham told the Jury that
the trial is on schedule and that
he plans to give them their final
jury instructions after noon on
Thursday.

•River...
far west as Arizona.
-The Kroger company picked
it up in Indianapolis and now all
1,100 plus stores have it," he
said.
In addition to Kroger, Slim
Delux is being sold in other
major supermarket chains such as
Fry's in Phoenix
and King's
Soopers in Denver.
As the founder of Skim Delux,
Nixon receives five cents for ever
gallon of the product that is sold.
In dealing with six other major
supermarket chains, Nixon hopes
his product will expand its horizons to the rest of the U.S. and
beyond.
"I wanted it to go nationwide
and it's quickly going that way,"
he said. "A month and a half ago,
it was in one state and now its in
25. I hope to eventually get it all
over the world."

TVA...
FROM PAGE 1

workman's compensation and
disability ..issirance settlemenu
from a work -related head injury
she received Vitt IIC working
Fisher Price
Local gnomes Don O.ertscv
testified for Clinton that he
advised her to place the money in
both her and her mother's name
for protection
"(Clinton) had complications
and had to stay in the hospital for
an extended period of time
Workman's compensation said it
was not wc.k related and *oak,
not pay for the extended stay and
the comrssn•'. 19•.irinc coin
pany said it was suic related and
would not pay either

ted memoranda documenting the
conflict.

Allegations have arisen about a
personal conflict between GAO
"Our review of these memorAssistant Director John Hunt, anda did not identify any probwho is overseeing the report, and lems between Mr. Crowell and
Crowell stemming from the days 'GAO staff," Hinchman's letter
when Crowell was chief of staff said. "We must conclude, therefor then-Sen. Jim Sasser, D-Tenn. fore, that there is no substance to
the allegations."
WKXT-TV in Knoxville
obtained a letter dated Tuesday
The letter goes on to say that
from James Hinchman, special
no individual auditor can control
the outcome of a GAO report and
assistant to the comptroller general, to TVA Inspector General that the TVA report "meets GAO
George Prosser concerning repu- quality standards."

FROM PAGE 1
the Michelle Patter as it
attempted to go through the lock
about 9:20 p.m. Tuesday.
No one was injured. but some
barges were damaged.
The Michelle Patter towboat is
owned by International Barge
Inc., aXincinnati-based company
that hit an office in Paducah,
said Lt. Patrick Reilly of the U.S.
Coast Guard Marine Safety
Office in Paducah.
Company officials could not be•
reached for comment.
The company brought in a second towboat and positioned a
boat on each side of the barges in
tow, Banks said. He said the
Michelle Patter's steering was
damaged when its stern hit the
flyer bank. However, the boat
was repaired and used in freeing
the barges.
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Two locals
Upholstery
named to
task force Clearance
Two Muria, residents will
serve on a Task Force on Higher
Education that involves universi
tv leaders, legislators and
k Iti/C111

Rep Freed Curd and Murray
State L'nisersitv President Dr
Kern Alcaantict will serve on the
task force scheduled to meet at
10 a m June It in Frankfurt
"Appointment of this task
tome is but the first step in resi
talizing the role of higher educa
tion in Kentucky.- said Senate
President John “FA:k- Row -We
are today putting business. poliu
cal arid education circles, as well
as the general public. on notice
that we recognize education to be
a soul tool in building a strong
economy It is not a question of
what we can afford. but what we
cannot afford, and we cannot
afford to let support of higher
education continue to decline "
The task force was created bs
the Legislative Research ('urn
mission earlier this month in
response to a growing outcry
from Kentucky citizens. educaton and elected officials for a
revamping and refocusing of
higher education
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•Miller...
FROM PAGE 1

\lath, \luf r
I.

had never doubted that he would
be vindicated
He said the charges were politically motivated and that he does
not receive commissions from
any business the company Puts
done with Marshall County
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Unfortunately, the hail hit
many roofs and did a lot of major damage.
Fortunately, we're having a
sale on GAP roofing
shingles.

We Have Everything You Need
For A Beautiful Water Garden!
•Oxgenators
•Floaters
+lardy Marginal
& Bog Plants

New Shipment
of Gift Items

Roofing Shingles
CASH 111 CARRY

• Garden Flags
• Bird Houses
• Bird Feeders

$2097

Selected Shrubs
*200
Junipers
Japanese
Rose

Check out our new computer landscape program!
See

Us Fist For All Your Building. Materials, Plumbing and Electrical Needs.
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ANALYSIS

Wilkinson's book a
biography, defense
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associatad Press Writer
There are not just one or two bad
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP)
gess in this book There are a multitude.
They include the "des ious" leadership of the General Assembly:
political insiders. editonal-page skeptics at The Courier-Journal
and the Lexington Herald-Leader, a nonbehesing capitol press
corps. a gutless Brrreton Jones; politicians. and generally everybody who doesn't agree with the hero.
The cast is outlined in the yet-unpublished new book. "You
Can't Do That. Governor" It could be subtitled, "The World,
Accixding to Wallace Wilkinson."
It is a fasciruiung. world where a combination of Horatio Alger,
Sir Galahad, Don Quixote and Harry Truman baulcs evil, sunds up
for the little guy and triumphs (for the most part) over all odds.
Wallace Wilkinson is not a creature of self-doubt. There is no
morn for it in his compact frame. It does not fit alongside the ambition that -- truly — took him from not-quite rags to unbelievable
nchcs. (ions selling popcorn on a street corner in his native Liberty
to the Governor's Mansion_
Perhaps it is telling that the two most recent governors with the
least formal education — Wendell Ford and Wilkinson — seem to
!use the greatest sense of history about Kentucky, the institution of
the gosernorship and their own role.
It is that sense of histors. and especially his own role in it, that
drove Wilkinson to wnte this book. While Julian Carroll was
moved at one time to V• n te a short piece about his religious faith in
politics. this is something unprecedented.
It is not. as Wilkinson acknowledges in the introduction, an
exhaustive histors of his term, from 1987-91 Significant pieces of
those four-years and the ones preceding it have been left out. notably thosc that do not reflect so well on the man or the
administration This hook is about what I wanted to accomplish as governor
arid how I went about doing IL" Wilkinson writes. "It is about
how we managed to overcome most bafflers to change and accomplish most of the things we set out to do. It is also about the pnce
one pass for challenging the status quo."
- Wilkinson said he hopes the hook will provide some insight and
''perhsps even some practical experience which might be helpful to
others who seek public office."
The first chapter is titled. "Who is Wallace Wilkinson?" Wilkinson uses the next 327 pages of the unpublished manuscnpt to
give his answer to that question. The Associated Press was given a
cops of the book for review.
It is part biography '-'Although I have spent nearly all of my
adult life in urban Lexington and it is there I had my financial success. I never forgot what it was like to be born and grow up in a
place like rural Casey County. Ky. It was there 1 expenenced both
the blessings and oases of being isolated and poor. It was there I
came to understand firsthand what it means to be overlooked by
those more fortunate or powerful."
It's part treatise on the Wilkinson brand of politics: "As history
will now record, my relationship with the General Assembly was at
best an uncomfortable one. My critics say it was unnecessanly a
contentious and unfortunate onc." One entire chapter is tilled "The
Politics of Confrontation "
And it is part justifkauon and explanauon "My personal views
aside, successiOri is one of those issues far more important to the
'insiders' at Frankfort than to the electorate. I did not sense the
public: was clamonng for succession. although I did hear supporters
sas from time to time they hoped I might have the chance to be
governor for more than four years."
Succession and his grand strategy for taxes take the stage first in
Wilkinson's recollection of controversies and conflicts he spawned.
As he was preparing to be inaugurated in late 1987, Wilkinson
publicls opposed then-Gov. Martha Layne Collins' idea of increasing state tax revenues by adopting resent changes in the federal
income tat code. Wilkinson's opposition earned him more than a
few darts from editorial writers.
Wilkinson said it was all part of a larger strategy he had While
philosophically opposed to tax increases. Wilkinson said he realized that the state would need more money eventually, in part to
pay for education reform He said adoption of the federal code
would he too little and get swallowed up by the great government

•

maw .

Four chapters arc dedicated to his handling of tax increases and
education reform. Willonson•s distrust and dislike of newspapers,
editorials, reponers.ancl legislators is summed up in his recollection
of the succession debate
lie acknowledges he said during his campaign he would seek
"one office, one tonc•• and changed his mind later
Succession, he said, was another of his efforts to strengthen the
office of governor, not further his own political ambitions. Wilkinson said Senate leaders, including then-Masonty Floor Leader Joe
Wright and current Senate President John "Eck" Rose reneged on
a deal to offer a succession amendment to the voters without
strings
Wilkinson said those legislators eventually would only agree to
put succession to a VOW if annual sessions of'the General Assembly
were also proposed and a primary runoff was included
Wilkinson said a specific newspaper reporter helped torpedo the
deal by promoting fights and conflicts between him and legislators.
"In the end, this was not a fight over whether goventors should
suoceecl themselves. It was *et how the legislature should
strengthen itself, using gubernatorial succession as the Cower
Wilkinsoe -said.

L_

Primaries promise quick result

Nest us*: Wilkinson slays die eilsesaiss dragon.

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Campaigning to get to the finals for
the Whitt Hoese, presidential
candidates used to pick their
spots, promising to f4a y the long
course to the end and shaping
strategies to do it. But this time,
the end may be at the beginning.
For the Republicans seeking to
challenge President Clinton in
1996, the old-style gamesmanship
won't work. Not with the lineup
of contests that will begin next
February, and settle more GOP
delegate contests more swiftly
than ever before.
And there may yet be some
date changes that would start the
process even sooner, since the
states as well as the GOP candidates arc maneuvering for advantage and clout. Iowa, site of the
opening caucus, and New Hampshire, holding the first presidential primary, may move their
dates ahead in order to keep their
status.

In theory, all that ought to
work to the advantage of the can
who starts ahead of the
field, Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas, a
position he's running to hold now
so that he can carry it into the
real competition next year.
Dole has said that if he wins
those first two states he's almost
certainly going to be the
nominee.
There'd be no time for rivals to
regroup and overtake an early
winner.
The biggest states used to cast
their votes late in the process,

Walter Mears
Associated Press 03i11/111115i
sometimes too late to influence it.
So they've crowded to the front
now, to the point that California
may still turn out to be voting on
a contest all but settled, even
though it's traditional late pnmary has been moved up 10 weeks
to March 26.
That drive to hold pnmaries
while the race is on led to the
leapfrogging of dates that pushed
up the schedule.
In some cases, supporters have
tailored the process to help their
entry, as in New York, where a
complex system for getting delegates on the ballot heavily favors
the candidate backed by state
GOP leaders. That's Dole, and
his slate not only has the ballot
advantage, the primary is set for
March 7, a Thursday, making it a
solo on a crowded calendar.
There can be a down side to
that kind of maneuvering. For
example, Arizona, where Sen.
Phil Gramm of Texas has top
party leaders on his side, had voted to hold its primary on the
same day as the first one set anywhere. That collided with New
Hampshire's state law, setting
that one a 'week ahead of any

other. And it also angered Republican leaders there, who saw
Gramm's campaign hand in the
attempt.
The ill will persists even
though Gramm said as Arizona
backed down that New Hampshire should always be first.
The New Hampshire pnmary is
set for Feb. 20, but only tentatively, since Delaware is scheduled to hold one Feb. 24, the
following Saturday. If that holds,
New Hampshire probably will
switch to Feb. 13,
The same thing may happen on
the first caucus. Iowa's date is
Feb. 12, but Louisiana has called
caucuses for Feb. 6. If that
stands, Iowa would move up to
Jan. 29.
That's not all the maneuvering;
five New England states may join
in a regional primary March 5.
Florida and Texas vote a week
later, the biggest prizes in what
used to be called Super Tuesday.
It's been superseded; the label
may -fit the next Tuesday, March
19, when the industrial Midwest
and probably Pennsylvania hold
their primaries.

What's happening is something
of a Republican replay of the
Democratic experience of 1972,
when the roster and impact of the
presidential primaries changed
drastically as a product of reform
efforts.
Until then, the primaries had
been proving grounds for candidates, but neither essential nor
decisive. Hubert Humphrey was
nominated in 1968 without winning, or really competing in a
single primary.
But four years later, there were
21 primanes and the remodeled
system proved the undoing of
Edmund Muskie, far and away
the front-runner before the voting
began. He promised to compete
everywhere, but George
McGovern whittled his standing
in New Hampshire, won the nomination and lost the election.
Nobody understood .the primaries reform plan better than
McGovern; he'd headed a party
commission that wrote it. And
when state legislatures wrote
primary laws to meet the Democratic requirements, they created
GOP primaries at the same time.
Now there will be more than
40, perhaps 44. That's raised the
already high price of running, in
a race likely to be won in a costly
dash.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
May 29 — El Paso (Texas) Times on burning the American nag:
People should be careful in waving the American flag to not waive
the freedoms for which it stands. As recently as 1990, Congress has
properly rejected the idea of a constitu Usual amendment prohibiting
flag-burning. The Supreme Court ... has rejected flag-burning bans
three times in six years, pointing to freedom of speech.
The Republican takeover of Congress, however, has sparked
renewed discussions. The U.S. House is expected to vote on the proposal (in June). Forty-nine state legislatures, all but Vermont's, and
numerous veterans, civic and patriotic groups have called for a constitutional amendment banning flag burning.
While such groups argue that the flag needs protection, wiser
Amcncans will see the best argument against a ban is in the strength

of the star-spangled banner.
The American flag needs no protection for protesters. It is too
strong, too proven, too much a part of a nation's heart to be harmed
by burning. ...
A constitutional ban on flag-burning is no more necessary than a
compulsory salute to the flag. As former Supreme Court Justice William J. Brennan wrote in 1989, "We do not consecrate the flag by
punishing its desecration, for in doing so we dilute the freedom that
cherished emblem represents."
Just as improper burning desecrates the flag, denying freedom of
expression would desecrate the Constitution. Congress has more
pressing issues to address.

Republicans together on budget
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's
the same song, different verse in
Congress as Republicans push
their balanced -budget plan
through the Senate.
In a reprise of last week's
House debate, Republicans touted
their underlying objective of
erasing deficits by 2002, hoping
the voters will reward them for
making painful spending cuts if
only they persevere.
The public wants "courage and
conviction and commitment to
get the job done," said Sen. Connie Mack. re-elected last fall in
Florida. as the GOP balic'edbudget plan moved inexorably
toward passage. "I think the
country has been saying, 'Where
is that kind of leadership?•"
Democrats accused Mack and
his fellow Republicans of lime=
ceptable cuts in programs for the
elderly, students and working
poor who benefit from the earned
income tax credit, hoping the voters will reward them for opposing
such reductions.
From Medicare to education to
agriculture, they offered amendment after amendment to restore
funding by using money set aside
for possible tax cuts, only to be
turned aside each time by the disciplined Republican majority
"This budget takes the side of
the privileged few — of Amenca's wealthiest individuals and
corporations — and abandons
ordinary working Americans,
seniors, students, veterans and
children," said Sen. Thomas
Daschle, D-SD., Democratic
leader, is words that echoed
Howe Democratic testier Dick
Gepharides attack last week when
that chamber voted.
President Clinton's position

WASHINGTON TODAY
remains fuzzier.
He outlined a perpetual-deficit
budget last winter and continues
to attack Republican plans to eliminate red ink by 2002. Last
week, in remarks that chagrined
some Democrats in Congress, he
told interviewers a balanced
budget was possible in "less than
10 years." On Tuesday, he backtracked, as he did on a suggestion
he'd have a "counter-budget"
when Republicans were finished.
Back in the Senate, some
Republicans were plainly uncomfortable with some elements of
their own budget plan.
Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore.,
won restoration of Si billion over
seven years for the National
Institutes of Health.
Where, inquired Sen. Robert C.
Byrd, D-W.Va., would the money
come from? Cutbacks in veterans
programs? Other health
programs?
Hatfield said yes, then yes
again. "It's like choosing
between your children," he said
somberly. "It's very difficult."
Sen. Strom Thurniond. R -S.C..
as devoted to the Pentagon as
Hatfield is to health research,

sought more money for defense,
but was voted down.
Thurmond and Hatfield are
together on the final outcome,
though. They'll both vote for the
measure on final passage, probably on Thursday.
So, too, Sen. James Jeffords,
the Vermonter who is perhaps the
Senate's most liberal Republican,
and whose support likely would
make it unanimous on the GOP
side.
In the House, only one Republican out of 231, Rep. Michael
Flanagan of Illinois, voted
against the measure.
Republicans call this unity;
Daschle dended it Wednesday as
"lockstep" voting.
However it's described, Republicans are together in a way that
Democrats are not -- and were
not in 1993 when they held power and when Clinton's deficitreduction plan barely squeaked
through, and in 1994 when his
health reform effort collapsed.
In the House last week, an
alternative budget crafted by
Democratic conservatives won
only 100 votes, and Gephardt.
D-Mo., opposed it.

Just dro_p us a line ...
Readers sod teams we'dome and encouraged to express thebopinions on au"Pomo"ply by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of loplos, provided they comply with the following
guideline': all lows RIM be sipal by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone comber iodides, in cast verification is necessary (ielepbome ambers will not be publithed). Whirs owl sof be
owe dun 500 words. Letters shookd be rypewriues and dosblo-spseed
If possible. We reserve tbe right to condense Of reject any kw sod to
fraisas writers.
Lean *odd be sildressed to: Leder to the Edw.Manly Weer
71mes, P.O. BOK 1010, Mom, KY 42071.

In the Senate, Democrat Kent
Conrad of North Dakota has a
balanced-budget alternative.
Daschle said he expects to vote
for it. The Budget Committee's
senior Democrat, Sen. James
Exon of Nebraska, said he'd be
against.
The big GOP fight in the
Senate was over taxes. The
House-passed measure leaves
room for $350 billion over seven
years to finance the cuts contained in its 1994 campaign manifesto, the "Contract With
America."
The Senate envisions the possi-bility of a far smaller tax cut of
about $170 billion, assuming the
spending cuts are put into place
first. An attempt by Sen. Phil
Gramm of Texas to ratchet that
up roughly to the House-passed
level failed overwhelmingly as all
Democrats and nearly half the
Republicans voted against it.
The subplot there was presidential politics. Gramm wanted
credit among conservative and
religious nght voters for trying to
promote the "Contract With
Amenca" into place. Presidential
nval Bob Dole, the majority leader from Kansas, voted with
Gramm, but made no effort to
help him.
Taxes will be the main point of
contention when House and
Senate negotiators try to iron out
differences on their budget plans
next month.
That will be their next test, 10
be followed swiftly by votes on
follow:up legislation to lock the
spending cats into place.
So far, their cohesiveness is
holding.
EDITOR'S NOTE — David
Esp. k Al's chief coogressisaal correspossidesi.
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MSU choir leaves for international tour
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A group of Murray State University vocalists left recently for a
two-week international concert
'OUT
The Murray State University
Chou, which consists of students,
faculty and music alumni, will perform in England, Scotland and
Wales. Performances are scheduled
at Westminster Abbey in London,
Royal Hospital and Home, Canterbury Cathedral, St. Mary's Cathedral in Edinburgh. Blair Athol! in
Scotland, Centre Square in York,
York Minister, York, and Ely
Cathedral. Ely.
"After a year and a half of intense
planning, Murray State, the College

of Fine Arts and Communication
and the department of music are
thrilled about this concert tour." said
Brad Almquist, director of choral
activities at MSU. "This is the first
internauonal concert tow by the
MSU Choirs in more than 20 years,"
Alrnquist said.
While in Scotland, the choir will
visit Blair Athol', the anCestral
home of the Murray Clan "While
there, we will meet with Lord
George lain Murray, the 10th Duke
of Athol' and head of the Murray
Clan." Alrnquist said. "During the
audience, the choir will sing for the
Duke and present him with a gift of

Artists to demonstrate
crafts at June festival
Several special artists will demonstrate their crafts at the 1995
Jackson Purchase Art & Craft Festival to be held on Saturday, June 3
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday,
June 4 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Kenlake State Resort Park.
"Caveman," an artist originally
from Smethwick, England, will demonstrate his work inspired by
Native American art. Tony Konstanty adopted the tole of Caveman
in 1992 durign a one-man show
when he stopped using traditional
materials. His primitive artwork,
some are replications of Petrographs or cave paintings, has appeared in solo exhibitions from New
Orleans to Overton, England.
Flintknapper Dillard Munsell
will demonstrate his crafts during
the festival on Saturday only.
Munsell began his trade when he
was left at home as a youngster
when his uncles went arrowhead
hunting. "I was6 or 7 years old," he

recalls. "My grandmother said,
'Quit crying and come here, I want
to show you something.'"
Then, his grandmother made an
arrowhead for him right before his
eyes. He claims that was the
impetus for what has been part of his
life since.
Munsell uses deer antlers and
grinding stones to chip, hammer,
grind, split, and flake flint, chen,
obsidian, and other stone into arrowheads,spear points, knife blades
and tools common among Native
Americans.
Also available at the festival,
Alfred Duncan from House of Willow will craft willow branches into
furniture. These are just a few of the
many artists who will be working on
site to show festival goers their art in
progress.
For more information, call the
Murray-Calloway Chamber of
Commerce at (502) 753-5171 or
Pamela at (502) 759-9090.

pottery created by Wayne L Bates
of Murray
"pecial contributions for the trip
have been received from Murray
State. choir alumni and special
friends of the choir in the region."
Alnriquist said
The vocal program includes
music by Fran, Schubert. Joseph
Babcr. Tomas Luis de VLttwa.
Claude Debussy and arrangements
of four spirituals
Members of the choir include.
Bates. Kay
Murray-Cullen ne
Bates, Randall Black. Margaret
Boone, Cadelia Davis. Cecilia
Dunn, Kathryn Mowery, Dorothy
Slernmer. Melanie Slemmer, Denny
Simmer, Bnuany Swan-Falwell
and Mane Taylor: Mayfield -John
Bakcr, Cynthia Chittenden and
Traci Mathis. Paducah-Matthew
Baucum, Anne Cowherd, Jusun

Durham and Paige Gross. Salem,
Ky.-Tracy Baker. Benton Apnl
Fisk: Eddy.die-Rebecca lent. Possum Trot• Drew t'olhns. NUMMI.
Corey Cricks. Hopkins.ille-Juhe
Zicmcn; Calvert('u)• Sulanne Parry. Cads,-Kathrsn Kohne. Frankfort-Stephanie Potter, Burna-Craig
Dickerson. Lexington-Jennifer Farmer; Arlington-Todd Terry. Franklin-Gina Tay kw. Hauteur% n
Sudi. Lows.illc-Chnstina Preher,
Radcliff -LaKeshia liarnilton. )1
ney. II -Julie Causer. Ypmlanti,
Mich.-Sara Halduf. filar) Ann Hal
duf and Carl H.alduf. Puri.. Tenn
Jamie Hutson. M.Kenne, Tenn
Charles Watts. Stew Art. Tenn -Kaairs n Waiters and R cht‘i.a Vi'atters..
Curtiss. Wic I'vtadclvn Tbums. St
Louis, Mo -Jill Stafford. West
Frankfort. II •C. Dale Julian.
-Cinthia Penker
Marshfield. W
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Nick Holton, left a Callowly County sophomore. wss chosen tie first piece
winner for Ink dra*Ing In the 1995 Alt-State High School An EiNbition
Sponsored by the Kentucky Ms Education association. The wort was
displayed at the Kentucky Museum (Western Kentucky University), Big Re0
Way, In Bowling Green. He ie the son ol Roy and Jamie Kelton of Mon-ay He
is pictured votti rib art Instructor. Glenn Leckie

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
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popular "I Do! 1 Do!" the cabaret
will also feature Shane Morton,
Trisha Adams, Heather Byrd, Marc
Games, Bill Phillips, Laurie Jo
Parker, Pat Clement, Alan Clement,
Justin Paschall, Ken Turner, Jennifer Todd, Teneille Elliot, Jonathan Worful and Andrea Jackson.
Janet Finch will accompany.
As usual, the Playhouse cabarets
will include delicious desserts from
the best kitchens in Murray. Admission is S5 and reservations can be
made by calling the Playhouse at
(502)' 759-1752.
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FINAL 3 DAYS - ENDS SATURDAY
Thursday 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Summer hours set for
MSU's Eagle Gallery
The Eagle Gallery at Murray
State University announces its summer hours. The gallery, located on
the fourth floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, will be open
Monday through Friday, from 7:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
"Paintings from the Permanent
Collection," will be on display on
the main level from June 1 through
Aug. 13. This exhibition will include paintings from the Eagle
Gallery's permanent collection. Anworks acquired as early as 1941 will
be on display.
Some of the works have been
donated to the gallery, but many
have been acquired through the
OMAS Annual Student An Exhibition purchase award. Many diffe-

*

Year In The Clear

Playhouse to present
dessert cabaret June 3-4
Playhouse in the Park will present
the Season Kickoff Cabaret on June
3 and 4 at 8 p.m. Greg Aplin is
coordinating the cabaret and promises a lively and enchanting evening. In addition to some of your
favorite tunes, the cabaret will feature numbers and scenes from the
summer line-up of shows at the
Playhouse — "The Music Man,"
"Jerry Finnegan's Sister" and
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown."
Besides featuring Greg Aplin,
who played the lead in last year's
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Friday

9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Saturday

9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Who says you can't have your
cake and eat it too! Well at
Fleming Furniture you can. If
you just built a new home, just
remodeled an existing home or
your old home furnishings just
need replacing, hurry in today'
and you will "Pay Nothing for 1

rent styles and artists will be represented in this exhibition. The
collection has a wide variety of
contemporary paintings that will be
shown.
In the upper level of the Eagle
Gallery, three students are scheduled to present their artwork. The
baccalaureate exhibition of Andrea
Y. Atnip will be on display May 1•7
through June 11. followed by Michael Hines' baccalaureate exhibition planned for June 14-25. A
personal exhibition by Lisa Yates
will be on display June 28 through
July 9.
The Eagle Gallery is closed on
weekends and during university
holidays, with its schedule subject
to change.
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Pier 1 imports is pleased to
have Dana Washer. bndeelect of J.R. Presnell join
our bndal registry by choosing decorative accessones.
1.*,betSi'y

rial.1 • arstnut St.
753-1851

Mr and Mrs Cad Huctieman
of Rt 4, Boa 46. Murra). are the
parents of a son. tii‘holas
Andress Huctientan. horn on Sunda). May 7. 1995. at 10 211p m at
Murray Callow a) County
Hospital
The bah) weighed six pounds
11 ounces and measured 20
inches The mother is the (Lipner
Julie Doidge A brother is Joshua
Grandparents are Paul and
Rosalie Huetteman of Palos Part.
III . and Charles and Vera Doldge
of Redwood Falls. Minn

The Murray Tourism Commission is now gathering calendar items
and events for the July-August Murray-Calloway County Calendar
of Events. These include non-profit, open-to-the public community
events such as theatre productions, annual events and exhibits. Contact Kathy Tibbotts at Murray Tourism Commission. 759-2199. to
include events for the months of July and August. The deadline to
submit any event is June 16.

CCC reunion on Saturday
The annual CCC (civilian conservation corps) Reunion will be
Saturday. June 3, at Lake Barkley State Resort Park Lodge. A Dutch
treat lunch will be served from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at the lodge
dining room. Persons wishing to make lodge reservations for the
weekend call 1-502-924-1131 and ask for Marilyn Ladd. This is for
all men and their families who ever attended the CCC camps in the
area. The CCC Camp in Calloway County was located before World
War 11 in the area south of Sycamore Street in Murray.
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Rogers' reunion on Saturday

Jubilee! Wedding vows said
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Alexander
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Dana Chapman and Stuart Alexander were married Fnday, May 19,
1995, in Gatlinburg, Tenn.
The wedding took place at 10:30 a.m. in Gatlinburg's Little Log
Wedding Chapel. a version of the early churcheslound in the mountains of that region over 100 years ago. The chapel is just six feet
from the boundary of Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
The Rev. Terry Mosher officiated at the quaint ceremony which
included an intimate candlelight service with a unity candle.
The bride is the daughter of Joyce Chapman of Reidland and Don
Chapman of Owensboro. The groom is the son of Sally Alexander and
the late Eli Alexander Sr. of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander are residing in Hendersonville, Tenn.

The annual Rogers' family reunion will be Saturday, June 3, from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank of Murray. A potluck meal will be served. For more information call Carol M. Rogers, 435-4277, or Lenith Rogers, 753-5364.

Lamb family reunion Saturday
The annual reunion of the Tom and Rosa Thommason Lamb family will be Saturday. June 3, at Brewers -United Methodist Church. A
potluck meal will be served at noon. For more information call Polly
Lamb at 489-2602.

Pancake Breakfast at Airport
EAA Chapter 920 will have a Fly-in Drive-in Pancake Breakfast
on Saturday. June 3, from 7 to 10 a.m. at Kyle-Oakley Field, located
Highway 783 North, Murray. The public is
frenntyoinfvied
o
Aaitrtrnd
t Road'
r.

Oaks Couples' Bridge Saturday
Oaks Couples Bridge will be Saturday, June 3, at 7:30 p.m. at
Oaks Country Club. Those not already signed up and wishing to play
may call Jan and Gil Ochoa at 759-4154. All members are welcome.

Dog Obedience Class planned
at 6:30 p.m. at
A Dog Obedience Class will be Tuesday, June 6,
pre-register
must
parties
Interested
Murray-Calloway County Park.
by calling 759-9412.
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The fruit produced by crossing tangerines
oranges is called a tangor.
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Trails Day at Fort Donelson
Fort Donelson National Battlefield at Dover, Tenn., will celebrate
National Trails Day on Saturday, June 3. Dr. Bill Spencer, professor
of aquatic botany at Murray State University, will lead two hikes.
Those interested should meet at the Visitor Center at 9:30 a.m. or 3
p.m. for the hikes to last approximately two hours. In case of rainy
weather, the hikes will be cancelled. For information call
1-615-232-5706.

Mt. Horeb plans gospel singing
Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church, located on Walnut Street,
Murray, will host the Gospel Stirrers of Nashville, Tenn., in a gospel
singing on Saturday, June 3, at 7 p.m. The public is invited to
auend.

Shiloh Assembly plans service
Shiloh Christian Assembly will have a special service on Saturday, June 3, at 7 p.m. at the church, located on Highway 1551 off
Highway 94 East, Murray. The Rev. Marilyn Williams from Trinity
Pentecostal Church, Fredonia, will bring a special message. The pastor, the Rev. Roy L. Balentine, invites the public to attend.
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Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday, June 5, at 1:30 p.m. at West Kentucky Exposition Center, College Farm Road. Murray Police Sgt. Melodic Jones will speak on
"Safety Awareness." All retirees of the Kentucky Teachers Retirement Sysatem residing in Calloway Calloway are invited to attend
and enjoy the fellowship.

MENOPAUSAL
WOMEN

/NM

Four Rivers Clinical Research is seeking menopausal
women,ages 40 to 70,to participate in a research study
being sponsored by a major pharmaceutical company.
Volunteers will be asked to help evaluate the effectiveness ofan investigational skin patch in controlling the
symptoms of menopause. To qualify, you must be
experiencing hot flashes and cannot have had a
hysterectomy.

Qualified participants will receive:

• HI etilCienCy

•Pree medical care related to the study.
•Free investigational medication for the symptoms of menopause.
*Opportunity to learn more about menopause
and the latest treatments available.
'Up to $150 fOr your time and travel.
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% IRGO (Aug. 21-Sept 22) Be
HAPP1 IHRTHDAV IN THE
‘EXT VF:.AR OF 1.0t R LIFE: cautious about becoming involved
Your popularits will soar to new in a legal matter or a behind-theheights A strong sense of lair play scenes situation about which you
already have doubts. Risking a longwins sou admirers whereser you go
Business ‘onditions improse. allow- time fnendship would be a mistake.
ing sou to salt aw as a nice little '.1 A good night for socializing.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 221
egg Romance should he escitrng.
es en it indectsion or conflicting Mixed trends could leave you feelgoals present singles (mm reaching ing like a yo-yo. Financial deals
the altar. Your integnis will not let involving jointly -owned funds
sou take ads antage of someone's demand careful attention to detail.
Tras el could enhance a romance or
lack of espenence
CELEBRITIES BORN ON friendship. Uncertainty regarding
THIS DATIE: ...tctress Salls Keller- someone's intentions fades. Optiman. noxelist Barbara Psm..,,"Gong mism abounds!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Show - sisionars Chuck Barris.
Extra income can be made if you are
Rolling Stone Charlie Watts.
willing to work longer hours or take
ARIES I March 21 -April 191:
weekend job. A budget will help
a
if
reduced
he
will
tensions
Family
esery one agrees to gist. a little. Those .)ou save more of your earnings.
tempted to mediate squabbles should Watch your temper today; avoid
public arguments.
as oid getting caught in the meddlt.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Ins estigate all business propositions 21): Seniors may find community
that are brought to your attention. projects of special interest now. Be
Family and partnership themes dom- on the lookout for big bargains if
inate. Co-workers and loved ones you go shopping. Stand up for your
deserve a chance to air their con- personal beliefs at all cost: others
will soon come forward.
cerns. Be a good listener.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20):
After weighing the odds on a
19):
to
eye
an
with
investments
Res iew•
weeding out those that bring little faltering relationship, you may
return. Realize that even experts are decide to bow out of the picture.
not infallible. Guard against misun- Spending more time with children
derstandings later today by explain- will show you what is really important in life. Plan a special trip.
ing your intentions.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18);
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
taking action until you
Postpone
side•
your
on
are
timing
Luck and
where a career or business matter is have had a chance to think things
concerned. Check rental and pur- through. Stretch out feelers everychasing agreements torkeep a close where to learn what is going on
eye on spending. Devote more atten- behind closed doors. A visit from an
old friend goes great.,
tion to your mate or partner.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: Strive
more deeply into a property
Probe
Remember.
accuracy.
for greater
seeing is not always believing. Make matter. You may be overlooking a
certain your version of events is fac- possible source of new profits. A
tual. You are an innovative thinker research project is well worth the
.with conservative business instincts. effort. Be careful not to rock the
boat in romance.
Let your brilliant mind roam free.
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drawer seat to your bed and not m
the cense 2.1 Someone else has
been ia the house 3) illings arc
about to get teat Mule
Very good' Right on all three
The book is Clull of
counts!
Stonmirr by Carol Brennan and its
guaranteed to be grade 'A'summer
Dont OWN IL
reading
And be use not to miss Ike
Apocalypse Watch by Robert Lud-

Z7lip.... of Wore" Calloway
C4181
04.

lum, either
There's a ha way (Jeep in the
the
mountains at Austrta.
headquarters for a nco-nazi movenient, 'The Brotherhood col the
Watch." An Amencan agent named
Harry Latham has been years penetrating the brotherhood. From the
very bottom, he's worked his way up
to the toTN and now he's ready to
blow the pihiStk on the whole rotten

bunch. There's only one problem.
Harry's disappe-ared.
His brother. Drew, u frantic to
find out what happened. Suddenly.
Harry surfaces again. Has has cover
been blown? If so, why did the
brotherhood let turn live? And what
is the secret that's hidden an the
(actress in the Austrian woods?
Apocalypse Watch passed the three
page random-reading test with flying colors. Highly recommended.
Let us dance the dance of love
and sorrow and remembrance and
all the might-have-beens in the
Oberon Island, on the
world.
Maryland side of Chesapeake Bay,
has seen more life than many castles. Pirates have Invaded it. the
underground railroad stopped diet.
celebrations without number have
lit up the night for the Hamiltons of
Oberon Island.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are blessed with both ingenuity and manual
dexterity. They enjoy working with their hands and will probably prefer tinkering with household items to playing with regular toys. Agile thinkers.
.these Gemini may flit from one project to another. Encourage them to finish
what they start. In that way, they will reap rich financial rewards for their
clever ideas and inventions. Ambivalent about marriage, these romantic
Gemini may resolve to remain single.

Sydney Hamilton thinks that
Oberon will always be there as an
anchor in her life. Until she meets
struggling actor Jordan Eliot. Her
father cuts her off from the family
and her budding career on the
family's newspaper. She and Jordan
travel all the way from a cold-water
flat in Manhattan to a Hollywood
mansion.
Jordan's fame grows and eclipses
hers. Sydney finds life as the wife of
a rich and famous actor to be boring
and pointless. So it's off to New
York to confront papa and demand
her rightful place in the running of
the paper. Success seems to have
dawned at last for Sydney. But in
her heart she knows that she'll
always love Jordan.
Get your hankies, ladies. You're
gonna need 'em.
The book is Homecoming by
Barbara Bickmort, and it's highly
recommended.
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VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
June 5-9, 6-8 p.m. riptialb
Sinking Springs
Baptist Church

Church
Angela Renee Adair and Kenneth
Ray Popper wedding/7 p rn /Ookaest
Baptist Church, Memphis. Tenn
Amy Elizabeth Derst and Donald
Jason Lane 'wedding/6 30
p m /Kent/4e State Resort Park
Free Ash try for Santa Citizens by
Blood Rover Basslielasters Club/6-9
p m /Waaka Community Center
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 p /1ot
sonar citizens activities
Weeks Center/open a m -4 p m.lor
s•ngor citizens' activities
Breakfast/8:30 a m. Bridge Club/1
p m.
Seniors Gott played/Sullivan* Pat 3

Goff Cours•M:30 •m

us

4-H Horse Camp/West Kentucky
Expoeison Center Info/762-3125

All Are Invited!
•15° Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
-Computerized Records
-Medical Claims Service
•PCS •Medimet
•BC-BS -Paid State Aid
•Health & Beauty Items

HOLLAND DRUGS

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

109 S 4th St

753-1462
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Home remains magical for Orlando
Magic holds off
Indiana 108-106
to win Game 6
44.

By FRED GOODALL
AP Soon Winer
The
ORLANDO. Fla i AP)
young. resilient Orlando Magic
raised the u arms in tnumpli The
disappointed Indiana Pacers kit
with heads bowed. promising to
return
Wekomc to the Eastern Conference finals. where the home

‘own makes a Jilfereme and no
fourth-quarter lead has bees big
mouth to discourage the vision,
team
Every game's been close."
Indiana's Rik Smiu said "I
think we're very even"
So even that neither team has
been able to win on the other's
floor The Magic lead the
best of 7 Series 3-2. tel finishing
the Pacers an Game 6 at Indianapolis will not be easy Friday
night
Indiana has beaten Orlando
eight consecutive times at Market
Square Arena, including four
times this season The Magic.
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however. are brimming with confidence after Wednesday night's

Jackson's 3-point attempt with
106-106 victory in the pivotal
six seconds 'Left bounced off the
fifth game.
"They handled as pretty easily
front of the rim.
Orlando's Anfernee Hardaway
up there during the season. tut
we've closed the gap a little BW assured the victory with two free
in the two playoff games," the
throws with 3.6 seconds
Magic's Brian Shaw said. "We
remaining.
had opportunities to win both of
"We made a lot of silly misthem, so we're getting closes and
takes down the stretch," said
closer. We wrapped up our first
O'Neal, who dominated Smits
two series on the road, so we
after being slowed by foul trouble
know we can do it again."
in Games 3 and 4- both Indiana
Shaquille O'Neal had 35 points
victories.
and 13 rebounds to pace Orlando,
"The last two games I didn't
but problems at the foul line
play that much. I had a lot of
almost cost the Magic the game. energy," the NBA scoring
The Pacers trimmed a 14-point
deficit to 106-103 before Mark • See Page 9

Tigers' Sanchez
looks for repeat
of frosh success
Murray boys
look for title;
CCHS sends 4
By MARK YOUNG
iar* Wrist
•
ieTh While Murray's- boys hope to
attain one of the top positions at
the state track meet in Lexington
later this week. Calloway's four
entries will have to play the waiting game
Murray: with its fourth straight
regional track title in hand, heads
to the state meet at the Shively
Track hoping.to finish in the top
two or three positions in the team
standings The Tigers' events
begin at' 10 am Central ume
Friday with preliminaries and
finals in some field events and
_preliminaries only in track
events The finals in all running
events and the remaining field
'events will be Saturday. also at
'10 a m Central
`• Meanwhile. Calloway is send-mg four members from its girls
team te the state tournament, but
events in Class A.A will not begin
until 1 10 p m Central both Fn day and Saturday.
Murray is scheduled to compete in -thc 100- and 20(1-meter
dashes (Salim Sank:hen. the
400-meter dash iChris Cheanryi.
the -*xi(*) rcLa Sanchez Ctleariey. Allen Thompson and Jere•

mie Olive). the 11500-meter relay
'Sanchez. Cheaney. Thompson.
James Foster) as well as the long
). pole vault (Tim
jump (Cheaney.
Hinton) and discus (Jon Bell and
Scott Brown) on the boys side
In girls competition. Murray is
led by senior Bonnie Payne, who
will compete in three events the high jump. shot put and discus Murray is also entered in the
800-meter relay (Dana Blankenship. Anita Smith. Challyis
Mann. Samantha Hogsed): the
400-meter relay (same as 800).
the discus (Katie -Leary) and the
100-meter hurdles (Lane
Dennison)
Sanchez. a sophomore, is the
defending State champion in the
100- and 263-meter dashes, and
will be making his third trip to
the state meet
-I'm a lot more confident this
year said Sanchez. who is undefeated this season in the 100-meter dash "I know more of what to
expect and what the competition
will be like
-Friday is the time when
you've really got to he worried
because you've got to qualify in
your events,- he said -That's
when you really get nervous and
when you've really got to work."
Murray coach Jimmy Harrell
said his biggest concern heading
into the state meet is the time
lapse between the regional meet
and state
III See Page 9

Schaller pulls
upset in Paris
By SALVATORE ZANCA
AP Soon, Wm*,
PARIS i AP) -- For Pete Sam pus, there is always Wimbledon.
Has clay -court season is over early again
Sampras bowed out of the
French Open in the first round
Wednesday, losing to Gilbert
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By BOB BAUM
AP Sports Writer
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State, is competing in
Murray senior Bonnie Payne, shown high jumping in a meet this season at Murray
and discus.
put
shot
jump,
high
week
this
Lexington
in
mat
three events at the state

'Seven Sus
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I should have won, but I didn't.
-Bottom line is I am out of
the French Open. That is disappointing. I haven't lost in the first
round of a Slam in quite a while
so this is going to be kind of a
new experience for me."
The last time Sampras went out
so early in a Grand Slam was at
Wimbledon in 1990. In his next
Grand Slam tournament, Sampeas
won the U.S. Open, becoming the
youngest U.S. champion at 19.
"I am just going to go home
and just kind of clear my mind a
hide hit,- he said "I will try to

put what happened here behind
me and look ahead to Wimbledon. That is the best I can do."
Sampras, who lost the No. 1
ranking in April to Andre Agassi,
has been trying to regain the form
that saw him win seven tourriamenu before the French Open
last year. He has won only one
title this year - at Indian Wells.

.-,.-$'_. ....1" a........•••,a.............er.--....-,Ita"..

FRENCH OPEN
PARIS (AP)- Results Thursday el the $10.3
maw Fterch Open tonne cherrgionships at
FIcrand Gyros stateurn
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have just been struggling a
bit on the clay," Sampras
"My serve hasn't been
and the worse I serve, the
1 struggle on clay."
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Thursday. Juno 1
San Antonio at Houston. pm
(NBC)
Friday, Junsi 2
Orlando at Indiana, B p m (NBC)
Saturday. JUIN 3
Houston at San Antonio. 2 30 pm
(NBC), if nocessary
Sunday. Jona 4
Indiana at Orlando, 6 pm (NBC),
if nacassary

Rockets at risk
while in Summit

Sampras bids adieu in French Open
Schaller of Austria 7-6 (7-3), 4-6,
6-7 (7-4). 6-2. 6-4.
"I changed my whole schedule
to play more on clay," Sampras
said "I had my chances and
came up a little hit short."
So was his clay-court season.
He lost three other clay-court
tournaments this year in his opening match. In Pans, he was up
against Schaller. an accomplished
player on the surface although
ranked just 24th in the world.
"I think this loss is probably
going to sit with me for quite a
while." Sampras said. "I still felt

FINALS
Al Tomas COT
Wednesday May 31

Spurs loss
in Game 6
would be
damaging

TRACK & FIELD

•

CONFERENCE

Aroma Senesay VICAVIO (I). Spain. *I Sarah
item* 3-3. 64
Suoresma. AWN. 4154 Lamina Cowls..
SOP" .1. &I
Arre turn (la). Sedtemer HMIs. Wit. del
Karma Kabsuelees. Slente* 3-2. 64
Mom Aartstaler. &On& del Sea hatier.
Gannoty 11-4, 3-3
Pawnee..

HOUSTON (AP) - A loss
tonight, and the San Antonio
Spurs' season goes from - grind
achievement to 'bitter
disappointment.
After a 62-20 record, the best
in the NBA, anything shein of a
championship will mean the season was a failure, Spurs 'coach
Bob Hill said Wednesday.
"We've had a great year in
San Antonio," he said. "We've
given the.organization structure,
substance, discipline. We've laid
terrific groundwork for the
future. I think we've done a
multitude of great things.
"But once we recognized how
good we could be, we escalated
our goals. Our goal now is to win
a championship. Unless we win a
championship, there's going to be
a void until next, year. There's no
question about that"
The Spurs' season will end if
they can't beat the Houston
Rockets at the Summit in
tonight's Game 6 of the Western
Conference finals.
Recent history is on San Antonio's side. With Houston leading
the best-of-7 series 3-2, no home
team has won a game.
Houston is just 3-4 at hne in
the playoffs, and the Spur's have
won four in a row on the road. So
what appears in conventional
thinking to be an advantage for
Houston might be, in this upsidedown series, just the opposite.
Hill tried to break the jinx in
Game 5 by putting his team in a
hotel the night before. Rockets
coach Rudy Tomjanovich will try
the raw fish approach.
"I'm not eating sushi," he
Then there's the Dennis Rodman factor. The last time he played in Houston, he had 12 points
and 19 rtbounds, 12 on offense,
as San Antonio won Game 4
103-81 to complete a Summit
Sweep.

The next day. Rodman showed
up 35 minutes late for practice
and was benched by Hill at the
start of Game 6. Houston jumped
out to an early 16-point lead and
won 111-90.

Every Friday Night!

BUY AMERICAN
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Sports Briefs

FROM

FOOTBALL CAMP

Marshall Co. hosts Racar Football Camp
Murray State football coach Homan) Nut sad his staff will be
conducting five football camps aromad the area. melodies; one at
Marshall County High School on Friday. July 7.
Marshall head football coach Jim Shelton is inviting players
from Murray and Calloway County to attead the camp, since the
Racer staff will mot be conducting one in Murray.
The camp is open to academia age II-18 and the cost is S27 daring
early registemtion and S30 on the day of the camp. Camp runs from
8 a.m.-4 p.m.-at MCHS. Each student receives lunch and 4 T-shirt.
For more information, call coach Shelton at 527-3987.

LOCAL BASEBALL
MURRAY HEAT

8 pm
(NBC)

30 ptn
(NBC).

The Murray Heat captured second place in the Arkansas Cowboys Memorial
Day Tournament in Little Rock, bit. is past weekend After losing two
games early, the Heat won lour of the next five games, including three
straight on Sunday.
k-ihis championship gams against the Cowboys, Murray rased two. isle
but came up short as the host held on to won 10-8
Wednesdays action. the Heat played the ninth and tenth games in We
days and defeated Metropolis. IN. 5-3 and 5-4 Murray pounded out 15 hits
on the evening with Mott Keel, Shane Kemp, and Clint Myatt ColtecOng triples
Willie Morris and Kevin Rooney had doubles
The Heat wiN play this weekend in the IS-learn Paducah invitational Tournwnent with games scheduled against St Louis Eagles, Tulsa Dodgers, West
Memphis Blue Jays and Knoxville Stars
•

BRONCO LEAGUE

3S

6

MONDAY:
• English Farms 7, ProWash 5 (English Farms) Anthony Cogdell 28. ID
Josh Seaver, 113; Dustin Lax 18. WP—Jusbn Maynard, Drew Henry (ProWash) William Vence 1B; Jeffrey Boyle 113, 28; Casey Smith 1B
• Hawaiian Tropic 5, Kroger 4(Hawaiian Tropic) Chase Wallace 113, Brad
Thurmond 28; WP— Mork Chamberlain. Thurmond.
TUESDAY:
• Stokes 81 Associated* 3, lloone's Laundry 1 (Stokes) John Hedges
28, Aaron Cowan 1B; Ray West 28; WP— Tony Ryan. Cowan
• FOP 13, Kopperud 3(FOP) Brady Harris 28; Brandon Williams 28, Jim
Hamblin 18; WP—Jason Haley, Williams. (Kopperud) Brett Nance 18. Derek
McCallum 213. 18; Kyle Braddock 28.

PAGE II

champiom added after going
13-for-21 from the field and
9-for- 19 from the fool line.
To force a seventh game in
Orlando on Sunday. the Pacers
will have to find a way to contain
O'Neal.
In the three games he's avoided foal problems, he's averaged
35 points, and the Magic have
won each time. He played just 30
minutes in Games 3 and 4 and
scored a total of 34 points in the
two prises.
"It's gonna go down to the
wire,— Indiana's Reggie Miller
said. — Both teams keep throwing
jabs, and the other team is throwing counterjabs. We're fairly
close. Each game is so pivotal.
It's a two-game series. We can't
lose and they've got two chances
to win one."
Nick Anderson scored 19
points for the Magic, and Shaw
came off the bench to make a trio
of 3-pointers and finish with 15.
„Rik Smits, whose buzzerbeater: made him the hero of
Game 4, was the center in foul
trouble this time. He fouled out
with 3:44 remaining and scored
20 points. Miller and Derrick
McKey led the Pacers with 21
points apiece, and Jackson had
19.
Despite Indiana's failure to
win at Orlando Arena during the

series. Jackson remained
comittleat.
••11seses no need to worry, 00
seed to be concerned.•• he said
"We're still going to win this
thing, and we'll be back in
Orlsado.••
Indiana trailed 104-90 with
4- 21 remaining. but scored 10
straight poems, capped by Jackson's 3-pointer with 1 -05 left.
Hardaway's free throw with 30
seconds to play made it 105-100.
but as the Pacers have shown
throughout the playoffs, they
don't go down easy
O'Neal. who missed four free
throws during Indiana's spurt,
grabbed the rebound of Jackson's
miss with 22 seconds left. After
two umeouts. Hardaway went to
the -line, but made only one, and
McKey fired in a 3-pointer with
16 seconds left to make it
106-103_
Shaw bricked two free throws
before Jackson, hesitaung behind
the arc and apparently looking for
Miller, missed a 3-pointer. Hardaway got the rebound, then finally hit two fret throws together
Miller sank a 3-pointer at the
buzzer.
"We were down 14 and had a
3-pointer to tie it. so I'm pretty
proud of our team." Pacers coach
'Larry Brown said. "I'm proud he
(Jackson) took that shot. 1 don't
know whit other shot we were
going to get in that situation."
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LOCAL SOFTBALL
LOWER DIVISION:
TUESDAY:
• Sirloin Stockade 10, Republic Bank 3 (Republic) Ashley Chadwick HR,
18, Savannah Colson HR; Whitney Redden 2B. Haley Thompson 28; Leanne
Craig 18.
• Walter's Pharmacy 19, Rosewood Babes 7: (Walter's) Lisa Thurmond
38; Kathryn Stalls 28. (Rosewood) Shannon Erma 28; Kate Duncan 2B;
Megan Underwood 28.
• Sirloin Stockade 10, Republic Bank 3: (Sirloin) Nicole Darnell 28, 18;
Whitney Swift 28; Jenny Gingles 28, Amber Hopkins 2 18; Brianna Voip 38,
18, Sarah Bryant 2 HR; Lydia Faker 2 18; Christina Dunn 18; Ashley Henderson 1B. (Republic) Whitney Redden 28; Ashley Chadwick 18, HR; Savannah
Cc4son HR; Leanne Craig 18; Haley Thomason 28.
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"When we run at state it will
be two weeks since the regional
'meet, and when you go that long
without competition, it's hard to
maintain an edge," he said. "But
this team is capable of doing it,
and we need to finish high in our
events for points."
Calloway is sending a youthful
group along with senior Courtney
McCoy to the state meet. McCoy,
who finished second in the
300-meter hurdles at last year's
state meet, will compete in the
100-meter hurdles this year. She
will be joined by seventh grader
Brooke Lencki (300-meter hurdles); 8th grader Jessica Norsworthy (shot put); and sophomore
Missy Stubblefield (3.200-meter
run).
But instead of concentrating on
their ages. Calloway track coach
Stan Waller said he's more worried about his four entrants having to wait so long to compete
both an Fnday and Saturday.
"We're running at the worst
time." he said. "We'll have to sit
around all day, so we'll have to

find something for the girls to do.
There's not much to do in Lexington besides going to the malls,
so keeping them from wearing
themselves out before they run is
our biggest concern.
"But CourUky McCoy is a
senior, and she knows what it
takes to get yourself ready at
state." Waller added. "I'm not
worried about her as much as I
am the younger ones."
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Worth more because it does more
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Murray Home B Auto
Chestnut St.
Murray
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"
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'

753-2571
753-4110

OPEN HOUSES

RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
Georgia Tech quarterback Tommy Luginbill has signed a national letter-of-intent to play with
Eastern Kentucky. the Ohio Valley Conference school announced
Tuesday.
Luginbill, a 6-foot, 180-pound
senior, will be eligible for the
1995 season. He started for Georgia Tech last season, his first
year in a Rambling Wreck uniform. He connected on 2,128
passing yards — third best in
school history — and 14 touchdowns and completed 56 percent
of his passes (182-327).

Kopperud Realty
Sunday, June 4 '• 2-4 p.m.

- 2106 Edinborough Gatesborough Subdivision

2202 Brookhaven
Preston
Subdivision

Heights

2207 Brookhaven
Preston Heights Subdivision

For further information, call or come by...
753-1222

711 Main St
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Being a customer of a great Hometown Bank can
make a difference in the quality of your service.
peoples Bank of Murray's Bookkeeping Department
offers the"Hometown Advantage"and it is located in
your community at 500 Main. Murray, Ky.
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Peoples Bank of Murray's Bookkeeping Department_
Another "Hometown" Advantage. ___
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Agent. Rob Corneitaon

DON'TILTBE GRASS
GROIN UNDER
YOUR FEB!

•
Good service, 756-98118
good coverage,
good priceLike a good neighbor.
That's
State Farm is theme
State Farm
Sire Farm 81414Mai C4140111
,
014
NMI COM aconsogon awe
insurance.

TUESDAY:
.Murray Alegre 7, Mayfield 7(Alegro) David Perlow 2-113; Shane Fox 28.
Brian Duvall 1B; Mitch Ryan 18; Shea Forrester 18; Joe Derek Adams 1B,
WP—Perlow.
• lAayfleld 5, Siloam 4 (Alegro) Ryan Domescik 2-28; David Perlow 1B,
Adam Nance 18; Mitch Ryan 18; WP—Domescik.

.eaglIal's 9, Zax 2: (Pagliai's) Dylan Volp 3B, 18; Austin Swain 2 18, HR;
Brandon Stone 18, Matt Gingles 2 18; Yannick Jones 2 18; Brian Fox 18:
WP — Dylan Volp (Zax) Derrick Houston 18; Derrick Dillion 18.
TUESDAY:
• Underhill 2, Coast to Coast 1: (Underhill) Ed Baust 2B, HR;
Zack Reeder 28. (Coast to Coast) Erwin 38.
MONDAY:
• Oakwood 5, PaglIal's 4:(Oakwood) Terry Adams 28; Ryan Cobb 213,
Masoni Jones 1B. (Pagliaes) Austin Swain 28; Robbie Hopkins 18.
SATURDAY:
• Underhill Motors 7, Faye'. 8:(Underhill) Tyler Harper 28; Josh Burke
2B; Ed Baust 2 18; Justin 13aurer 18, Brent Stalls 28; Phillip Montgomery 2
113; (Faye's) Seth Barrow 18; Justin Fox 18, HR; Greg Ryan 38; Jacob Nerney 18

7534703

Larry Krouse Insurance
106 N. 12th (next to McDonald's)
.....

A loss
kntonio
grind
bitter

Agency Manager. Ray T Broach:

Sponsored By.

'COLT LEAGUE

KENTUCKY LEAGUE:

•
*City County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care

SCOREBOARD

WEDNESDAY:
• People* Bank 5, English Farms 1 (Peoples Bank) Jeremy Bolls 18,
Seth Bryant 18, 28; Jarren Uetchheld 18; WP— Bryant, KW•fl Trice. (English
f- Farms) Josh Seavers 18, Chad Caner* 18, 28; Dustin Lax 18.
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KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

•Magic...

Beak Os These Prised* Vetoes!

Front Row: Patty !Umbra. Cathy McCuan. Pew Avery. Anna
Bailey. Back Row: Andrea Nesbitt. RIcheia Carson,Chad Stubble
field. Pam Collins. Betty Sue Atkins
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C

If nty propir whrh
ore called by my
name shall humbIe
'themselves.
and
pray.' and serk
'cry. and turn from
thetr wicked ways.
then we I hear from
Heaven. and utpf(Z
oar their sin. and
u41 heal the*. land.

;Jae
seal
cceteernere
N-irung mom* mu
*nu "Waif moonier
raw over
For Poo
Information col
-• •
Meeker* I nee

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
7534199
•

.01:-•

S•

II Chronicles 7.14

".**

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco'Farmers
Do You Need Wood?
w• oiler all your tobacco

Sale-Sale-Sale
All Bedding Plants
651e 4 pack
Hanging Baskets
16 & 7
Tomatoes 206 ea.
Shrubs
Hwy 69 NOelh,
-4eSbon &airline

901-782-3508
BASS Tournament Buddy
Bass Tournament June
9-11 1095 Carrolton Kentucky Registrations ac
copied unal 6am June 10
$6 000 guaranteed first
place 1 $OO-329-4290
DIABETICS' Medicare'
ireuranoe band direct tor
toss strips. insulin gluconvoys & more Utile or
ro out-of-pocket SS Sala
*coon guaranteed' LIBERTY MEDICAL SUPPLY
1 SOO 762 8026

firing wood needs
Just Call

Little House
of Crafts

18P Wood Products

•',..nique Bud Homers
& Feeders
•Wood Crab

We Can Sera You Money
With The Boot Primo Around

Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For Jamas

•Wreaths
• land Sewn

Dolls

& Rabbits
121 S. to Cherry

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
A Southern
Baptist School

OPEN FALL 1995
C.f
- ades K-6)
Enroll StudentS Now
kaPtng SOL:NM Bjt Teac1W Apptatiera
7

•

AOLNCEMENT OF VACANCY
•rt.

Mav 14.1 :4.4

.

Ps WTI(
Munienance Cueudian
enpniar.F iJ Tose, June thru Austin, possibly longer
(41. LIFIc TU As Mug

have csrervence operating
Nuiten. carpet snaerspouers and Imo% ledge of fellna stung
flyers Raw Inv...Sadie of eleouseal and piurnhirly
pia' Will supers. a net visual of three Pugh school
stone •alti

RkPlAtTS TO

4asii.aire Snpre...or isawar Principal

(YHIll1ui4Tlo',

flours an ClOs m to 30
p as . Mon.* l-redel
JarI is paid cove a month fob
it, Porgy As lova As possc

DFA M.Pt4

WeJiai4., . June

I 4f2S

PPLI( - 4111)', Interested perums should pick up an
at the Marra) itioar4 Mice end aulterat to
Mum, gourd of 664c/ham
21.18' South 13th Sane

Murray. KY 42071
nu Ihr.* Ioilspeek as S. apoi Ghana dews rw dionsworker
haw .1 MIL• re4o,••Lig.• me moor/snow minesi maw of•
•••
eildeip a as ail.await pogrom ma rimers es11.4.1
.....arma "dm dew
aolplopftwa pren•res
tape. tomarie

Freart....ao

Do you have acne prone skin, facial
scars, fine lines' Would you like to
have firmer, softer, younger looking
skin in weeks"
,Try Glycolique 3 Step
Skin Repair Buy a starter kit and
quality for the 'Peel Dear
A new you in four weeks
No Gimmicks
Ask about our natural nail care wog
ram Now you can have pretty hands
It nails. naturally.

Pedicure - $16 00

(reg

$2200

Acrylic Nails - $25.00
With any hair service receive 15°0
oft any nail or loot care service
Or vice versa

Fthige Benefits
/ ire /.

44'

Domestic
& Childcare

ristp
Wanted

Corner tern left on
McCarty Rd.-approx.
2 miles()yres llters.-Set. 4-5
Sea. 12-5
434-217i

GERMAN HIGH SCHOOL
EXCHANGE STUDENT
boy 16 reeds host famgy
,Aies volleyball soccer and
Waseca Arming in Au
gust For more irdommeon
CALL
EMI LIE
5 0 2 )8 3 3 3 2 2 9
800-SIBLING
HOUSE of Clothes Matey
nano brands Where $1 00
buys what you need Men
*omen and children'
shore dresses pans, t
shirts work pants dress
clothes 13 miles from Mur
ray on Hwy 464 West of
rirksey Ky or call
489 2243 tor directions
Sat and Sun 9 to 5
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon Tun Pizza, seeds
hot sondes:hes gyros &
bread socks Doe in or,
carry out 474 8119 or
1 800649 3KM
OPEN YOUR HEART AND
HOME Host an Internssone Exchange Student
Porn 40 different countries
You can make a difference
Studer,* anteing August
Ayusa International
1 800 765 4963
OUTLAW Construction
We custom buld log homes
& have log home supplies
tor the do 4 yourself person
Approval, boeneed general
coneacsor wroth 25yrs Si
perienc• VA FHA 2 10
HOW.warranty For al your
tog home needs cal Shennon Hems 502 436 5210
PAGEANT Gift 119 iot
1905 his. KY Coed/Teen
PreepertiPrvicees Pageant
For application call
1 800 484 2080 Eat
e7711 or (502)78t-2225
$10 000 in prizes awarded'
Map
"Mead
ARE you ready to Rake
money tor winner,House
ol,UoyaChesenes Aromx1
Pie World Party Plan is
anng now Atm booking
- parties
Call
1 soa 264 21641
AN sal a work tome
artillery' Be you awn
boss' Earn SOS
I 800 536 4529 wallop
DAIVE kir • proven COM
piny lowest turnover in re
Pang inekniry we are
honest pay well greet benoats drivers home often
Cal John KO We a338

ATTENTION DRIVER
TEAMS $15.000 IN BO
NUS pad monthly. quar
arty & yearly PLUS TOP
IA L EAGE PAY 401(K)Dien
$500 SIGN ON BONUS
other paid b•nefitsvacation health & Ida dead
heed motellayover- loading & unioading COVENANT TRANSPORT solos
call
and
teams
1 e30 441 4394 Students
anti driving school grads
Cal 1 803 338 6428
DRIVERS OTR Top pay
366 • bonuses Start rate
runs Porn 25c 32c Excel
lent benefit package for
driver & family Call
800 527 9568 Trans
States Lines EOE
DRIVERS OTR check
THIS out' At Advanced Ds
tributon System qutihfied
flatbed drivers start immediately' Up to 31c/mile assigned equipment, plus
benefits 800-646-3438

DO you need a GED' Do
you need hope for the fu
Ise and help ic go a solid
career,We have 22 JOB
Openings tor people 16 Ihru
21 that are nol full tone high
school students Call
753-0378 Five days a week
between 8 OCiarn-3 00pm
This protect s funded by
tie Job Training Partner
ship Act through the KenK y Department for Em
ploymerit Services and tie
West Kentucky Private !rickety Council This is an
Equal Opportunity prog
ram Auxiliary aids and setvices are available upon
request to individuals with
disátes
DRIVERS NEEDED- NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED,
NO TRAINING REQUIRED
to be pre- hired to 611 86
driving lobs Represenatrees in your area this week
taking applications Cal today 1-800-999-4317

Anterces Second Ca

'
1? Ugly Duckling
t orations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars. Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Office 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

Lowest Rites in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

METHODIST
.01

Of Mccf,fVf

Therapy Director wanted to
manage Rehab/Sports Medicine Department. Must be registered physical therapist. Excellent benefits and competitive
salary. Interested applicants may contact:
Joyce Hamilton, Human Resources
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
161 Hospital Drive
McKenzie, TN 38201
901-352-4171 or -5344
E.0.E.
Physical

CoLoRnmE
•••••••••••••

WHATS RIGHT FOR YOU!
Would like for you to consider a career in the
growing Rent-to-Own industry. We are currently accepting applications for the following positions: Management trainee, Account/Collection Manager and Delivery Specialist(s). We we hiring motivated people
who have good customer service skills and
enjoy having a good TYME at work.
We we locally owned and operated and the
areas largest rental company while still
growing. We offer excellent benefits including a health insurance package, competitive
viases, an excellent working environment,
and much more.
If you we looking for the right opportunity,
look no further. We ate What's Right Fot
You, Apply in person at 408 N. 12th, Murray,
Ky.

$5004600 A Week
Guarantee
Good job, good pay,
good benefits, route
experience will be a
plus, no investments,
no layoffs. YM be
takin2 applications
Mon., June 5, 8 a.m.
to 7 p.m. 307 Bee
Creek Dr., Murray.
Frozen
Schwan's
Foods.

MURRAY Christian
Academy is scooping applications for teachers,
grades K-6. Cal 750-1556
for application.
NOW HIRING, experienced carpenters, experienced roofers Call be
tween 6 & 9pm only. Bruce
Green Building Contractors 753-8343

EARN up to $1,000 weekly
processing mad. Stan now
no experience, free supplies, information, no obi.ga lion. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks Dept 14
8407, Bandera Rd Suite
133-217, San Antonio, Tx
78250
FRIENDLY TOYS AND
GIFTS has openings for
demonstrators in your area
Pan-time hrs Ultimo pay,
over 800 items Celebrating
our 40th anniversary Cal
1-800-488-4875
JACK of al trades prefer
retiree for apt, maintenance 759-4118 between
2-3prn
PERSONABLE & enthusetic inside sales person tor
local scoreboard manufacturing company Send resume to P0 Box 1480,
Murray, Ky 42071
OTR DRIVERS TANDEM
TRANSPORT CORP. premier flatbed caner, has
immediate openings for
you! Excellent Pay & ben.fits Can be home
weekends COL required
TODAY!
CALL
1 800 5 5 1 - 90 5 7
1 800545 2999

In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities,
being accepted for producuon operator positions
on the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hOlars with lots of off time)
• 8 hour filed (Monday-Friday. First/Second/Third)
• 4 hour fixed (Monday-Friday, 9 a.m.-1 pm,6 p.m.-10 p.m
Starting pay rates we $5.59 for 12 hour 'Kirk schedules and $5.30 for
Sand 4 hour Positions leading to regular full-time employment offer a
top pay rue of S8.58 plus a comprehensive benefit package
appliCabons are now

If you've got what it tikes to work with the world's hest toymakers,
please contact
Morro; Eimployowvit Agency
3111 So. 12th Street

Murray, Ky. 42071
759-2150
Impel cleporteseey Iseekreer til/4/11/V

PLUMBERS. licensed, repar & service waft. 10P PIP/
benefits.
1-800-829-6600

BABYSITTING, Have
opening tot 3 children any
age 474-8382.

WAITRESS, dancers
wanted Doll House Cafe,
Pans, TN 901-62-4297

CLEANING houses s my
business Reliable and expenenced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

WANTED: Truck drivers &
experience asphalt paving
workers West Kentucky
Paving, Murray, KY

I will sit with elderly, anytime. Consider live in, ref.
exp. Call 753-4590 for
information.

759-1203 Or 753-8986
ton

:ART LESSONS
Ages 5-13

NOW hiring delivery drivers, flexible hours, minimum wage plus tips & commission. Apply in person at
Papa Johns Pizza

DRIVER- GROWTH, EX- NOW hiring for handy man.
PANSION, OPPORTUN- All around maintenance, to
ITY Find .11. AT BURLING- include mowing, cleaning &
TON! OTR/ shorlhaul, general repair. Call
home weekly (shorthaui), 753-8767 or 436-2054.
starting pay up to 326/mile,
PRODUCTION & as2500 mirivk (longhauf) &
sembly workers for local
top notch benefits. BUR- scoreboard maufacturing
LINGTON MOTOR CAR- company. Send
resume to
RIERS: 1-800-JOIN- DAC. P.O. Box 1480, Murray, Ky
EOE.
42071.
DRIVERS, over tie road
SAFETY advisors;
35 states. Flat with sides, $2150/per mo. Company
late Model convenbonals. 3 will train, call Mon-Fri
year's experience. Start 9am- lpm
only.
30c/Wile • benefits. Ca 615-399-8269.
800-444-6648.
SECURITY Consultant
DRIVERS 'Premium con- Manager 7 regional areas
ventionals 'Long/short available in Kentucky Must
haul, dedicated *Pull van or be able to hire, train
fiat 'Free training- Guaran- motivate. 1st-lime offered,
teed employmerit 'Pay for new concept, no competiexperience BUILDERS tion. 6 figure income 1st
TRANSPORT year. Nominal investment
1-800-762-1819 EXT. D-6. Call Robert Bowlds (9am1-eco
in-)
646-8780 ONLY
DRIVERS- YQU EARNED 4p
IT! YOU DESERVE IT!
YOU ARE GETTING IT! SIRLOIN Stockade now
CPM across the board pay hiring cooks, cashiers, disincrease! Effective June 1, hwasher 8 salad bar atten1995. We appreciate OUR dants Apply in person beDrivers! 1-800-289-1100. tween 2-4 Mon- Fri.
Must be at least24 years of
TAKING applications at
age with 1 year OTR
Dutch Essenhaus House
Maverick TRANSPORTACafeteria.
TION, INC EOE.

FisherPrice

Am

LICENSED plumbers &
sheet metal workers
wanted for commercial/
industrial prqects Excellent pay & bombe Positive
working •nviroment.
1-800-878-3006. EOE.

753-7201

D'ART SUPPLY
Court Square

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If yob' are in average health and can
answer no to a few questions you may qualify for
preferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy
age 50
age 55
age
age
age
age

•

MALE
$11 61
14 18

FEMALE
$920
10 96

NEW LOWER RATES AGE 60 UP
60
17 50
1309
65
21 78
15 54
70
19 33
27 31
75
38 77
26 18
Premiums guaranteed NOT to increase

McCONN ELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Nationwide

Local 753-4199
TOLL FREE 1-800-455-4199

$100.00 SIGNING BONUS FOR
ALL APPROVED OPERATORS.
GREAT FUN AND EARNING
POTENTIAL, RETAIL FIREWORKS SALES LOCATIONS
AVAILABLE IN CONJUNCTION WITH MAJOR CHAIN
STORE RETAILER THROUGHOUT
THE
KENTUCKY
MARKET. IF YOU WANT TO
SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME
AND LEARN A NEW BUSINESS WITH MINIMUM TIME
INVESTED CALL 14300-2431189 ASK FOR SALES!

-

et-

I.

1.11.
"
4
8a

.r
Il

Iteweses
Chileare
TAKING reservasons tor
summertime daycare aprs

9yrs kids wee iewn first
aid CPR•lots more The
dreg re9elered day c.are
Cam Tian. S," ands

49; 6186

413
NNW kg
SIMON OA
it. UMW
II be reas bear.
rf ONO
INWW2.
I Cos be

WILL. dew houses ael
°aces eft .fleasonabie
rates reliable service CHI
Donee at 753 SODS

Cesemse
HAWKINS RESEARCH
NOW LOCATED AT
E CHESTNUT IN
THE DIXIELAND SHOP-

PING CENTER. NEXT TO
PAPA JOHNS PIZZA
CALL 753-7801
SEE HAWKINS RE•
SEARCH FOR YOUR
COMPUTER AND f3PFICE

FURNITURE NEEDS
Tsa-Tio1

ING
I children any
12
table and e
lerenoes Call
53
eiderty, any
w lye in, ref
53-4590 for

CASH pail for good used
rifles shops"' and pa
toll
Benson Sporting
12th
Goods, 519 S

wane
Ts boy

USED 250 or 500 gallon
Call
propane lank
759 9752
WANT to buy Antiques &
collectibles coca cola
items civil war arbfacts
stone whiskey jugs with ad
verbsing gas & or adverbs
mg glassware Elvis me
morbila etc Phone
753 3633 ask for Larry

Gymnastics
Cheerleading
SOFA & chairs $90 set
twin mattress & box spring
$50 oval braided rug $25.
corner table $18
753-9371

/ ALPINE
4-* )ockroid rosclakt

can
qualify for
preferred
/olicy

Dixieland Center

753-0113

EMALE
10 96

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

UP

Hwy. 641

$9 20

North - Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.

13 09

15 54

Anytime By Appointment

19 33

26 18

s

I

502-759-1333

ease

Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

•

ESTATE AUCTION

in1199

Sat., June 3, 1995 - 10:00 a.m.
Puryear, In. - From Puryear, go
Hwy. 641 north 1/2 mile on left.

PARTIAL LISTINQ

[NG
RE)NS
NCAIN
GHJKY
IME
TO

JSI:ME

2 STEEL safes at Horton
Lock Shop One 5214 x 32w

• 250 7411 x 36W • 310
burglar resistance TL rat
mg 753 5900 753 1203
after Sprn
$595 POOLS POOLS
$595 Brand new 19131
family size pool complete
with deck filter liner heat
wig device and morel 100%
hnancing 1 800 846 2725
AIR conditioners 2 small
1 large $75
$50'ea
492 8446

4400 JOHN Deere corn
bins 213 Ned & 441 corn
head 1000 tws $15000
753 6976

11-Row AC NoTill Planter With
Call
Monitor.
901-243-2631
after 6 p.m.

BELL COLLECTION Ap
prow 95 belIs
°Vet the be •
All
don?
kinds. P
Ion'
as, crysta'
ceramic • rr
collection $15r Cal
E
after 5prn 759 0"...r2

supplier, stocks over 5,000
bow hunting items at
2040% ott retail Call
1 800 735-2691 for free

160 page catalog
DEBBIE'S This & That
Shop Antiques, collectibles. loot's. aafts & more
Greatly reduced price's on
many items Slop by & see
me New items have an
rived Hwy 94 East 3 moles
out Hour's 11 4 Mon.
Tues. This, Fri. 9-12 Sat

.

•.
•

•

•

ca.
AUCTION SERVICE
•
4
PURYFAR, TENNESSEE
s•
(901) 2474794
KY I TN 02027
'TAYLOR MADE AUCTION. ARE SETTER."

We provide photographs
Sowers videos lodging
Call
MEMORIES
1 800 242 :115
CASH•news or used guns or
knives 'lac dotter Pad
1 800 705 6005 Angie
WEDDINGS
OLD
FASHIONED Candle/de
oeternonies SinOky Moun
tans Chapel overlooking
river near Gatlinburg
HORSE DRAWN CAR
RIAGE Cabins Jacuzzis
Ordained Monition Com
plete arrangements No
lest no waiting HEART
LAND 1 800 448 VOWS
r8697)

GUNS buy sell or trade
436 5650

Sets

1200 wil move to you lot
437 4608
12.60 2BR completely
utility pole must
sell asking $5 600
492 13604

ELECTRIC guitar fender
amp. $150 759-1655

12,65 2BR. kitchen recen
III remodeled. $4 500
759 1616

Illeosianecus

THE WOODS
Be manned in a secluded
new hilltop chapel sur
rounded by trees and
Smoky Mountain inews, No
blood test warm period,
1-800-729 4365

SHAW'
, Oaks 2 or lte
etectri, or gas Walking do
tark.e to coaege '53 509
21S

Noes.
Noss Lets For Raw
NEW park net model
homes only Concrete
drives & walks Trash pkk
up & uty water S100 rho
19: 6488

NORTHWIND Mob
Home Park 7539866

14•70 FLEE T1N000 on
1 3 acres central ha 3
moles from Benton 14,18
out bunding swimming
pool 753 8742 Elarn 5prn
nights 527 0787

QUALITY homes depend
able service and afford
able prices Your housing
Dinkins Mobile
leader
Hwy 79E
Homes Inc
Parrs Tn 1 800 642 4891

WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Buy direct and save SU

rull body units from $3000
month Home and commie

ciao Call today for free coke

Prtorur •••ti 4981
••••••••••.) Vass/tun%

IBM dupers an bean 2110

RR

I.,.

Is

•,3 ...t

Arise

k.

1.•
Inciiree '
••
'4 1

al

MoPIRA. Markle A1..'!
'4919n114 MAD 114. ViTtang As",414
aborts our 1 i'br apa•
_
App.. in pen•al.,
meets
Apt
11.•• e •
1prr
now
pieta ''ate

sbe
••••iabie

5 1 v5

no
wale, pad
53 5010 •1 1rit

rni•
war"

`BR

WANTED house tor rent 3
to 5txs nice neighborhood
available July or August
753 0199

;Kr
bat 3.4i••
ue I at fiCtO NageS1OO t•su pus ubst.
post
N.' 1a,I
1 '4 8.1.117Ni;

rurn•shed apt
mo Ours deposit no

Ows Hwy 121 at Pe lair

'5•3 3139
1861 rem eraitabte nowt
71139898
Cowman RE

p. ,

1 OR :b. apts Naar down
'53 4109
1 F100114 eflvertcy

veiny

parse Ames

ROOMS for writ at 1614

•

Apertweels
For Reid

3 Days

freezes
gLASSWARL
30 tamps or MOP* ClOutall hard, kerosene
teardrop doubee handle meter erne
giobe Aladdin moose B candleskcks 010%atu•ii and others miniature pitcher collection 1 s•tes
crystal wedding preserve stance other preserve stands hone,ditin COmpOrepoedrrn Several
other pieces o 'Sc. pressed pass Nippon chocolate set and otters R S Pniss•a basket
teyou fins cries Japan If/meson homely, china Horner laugrthre eggstied 2 mustache
cups pheasant pattern and purple 'nowt mils °IASI WOW and cdaSSOS several other melt
gass pieces cake stand near cut occupied Germany pieces venous Odd massive* pedlar
bowl sets some •ep•o Carnevar some good Carnival Marigold grass bashers Fenton gess
colloctbon of pates sauces lots of sae and paeres and striae trinkets stone padS crocks
sense and large
MULL
l933 friendship Quit (St star guilt patchwork tx.flerdy panstina double wedding eng oiwrr
old salts bankers looms are etc One Lot or Hwang resorts numerous afghans assomid
colors & Wenn doll tips

at
• •
b•••
el

$350 mo 4154216 we,.
days '53 0732
_
VERY Spex.rota
:bath
dupleu appliani.es r,,,r

deposit I Osage ficreterwult
required
753 0932 or
753'5898

ished ir 0 hook up 10'ts
gas heat $5:5.'no 1 ono

n• •

years lease
53 :9nc

C14,410“

RE 753 9698

pets

28R duple. appliances
furnished gas heat cluck

r".•,•.It
pull•

new
2BR 1 bath "kkiii.• rue ••••1
41.41/6), Ova.orated 106

28R Embassy Aparimeets
central gas beat available

now $300 mo
RE 753 9898

:BR Af.,40
10•-•• 1,)
48"•

.90

Pubk
Sae

• •••% '19
.• '

YARD
SALE

2BR no a, t'a'xes no
pee. $;"5rno depose re
golfed

7am

Spm

Hwy 94 W, west wet or

3E3F1 1
bath 316 N F•th
$45Orno lease & deporiit
762 4483 8 ilpm
3BR 2 baths central heal &
air
no pets $560 mo
753 5561

$400 deposit

June 2 & 3

Ally, /Sp.
,

753 4860

2 UNITS new lb, well lans
*rasher & dryer minima
tor stove and other extras
$300/mo $300 deposit
available now 1 unit 261
June

r

message

ruro.shed
$3'10 no
no p.-1.
month
•51.-0c5 • 53 ni

Coleman

2BR upstairs apt 113 S
13th St deposit & lease
no pets 753 6001 heave
message

available
753 5731

'•

neat skive &

townhouse cie Diu
grad Genoa H A Avertable
now 1325 mo Coleman
RE 753 9898

S400/rno

1.0,66, al
144.9•.•• II

15 44. • -Dt61.6.41.••
pr...a4t
ye•Att 44.,

'5.3 '53,6

28R

18R furnished apt nice 8
dew, close to campus
SI 75/mo 753 7276

Lltitslock
5444111

PA,-.Tutit & barn
irk'wird 0.•In Parriawal '1.
utail,es f'n, I _1..1
apt

2 t Eto1 Oncency • 1604
Mike partial utilises pad

like

•

9,4.1•1

RE

28R low utilities $300 rn0
413 N 16Ih 7539621

320

App',
,d t. kajr.o.

o4J St I iittrikliikt
teivvn Sam
please t
prkuve
41..nrsin3 Oppsolun•e•

Utilities konisrwd
Shale kiktien Irving worn
& bathroom lacribus

06,
00

Coleman

491.-9 t, •

▪ •
•

$450 mo '51 :119
'53 8 't.• •
or
Piteti taiung 54414 J.-"'s
tor Sie...tturi 13 Ow reel r.o,o.

Avarabw noe
Lowman RE 753 cone
I

j

4 rs.,,n
lok etch)
was Irwin 109 • r.
.rev •io• oe .botays
p49.4.11.. 5.41 ,
'4) 1 pl•.5.4.0

km,
" Murray

mew HSU
kJ9 n'shod

I.. bere

Or Loam

Sr,
" •

'53 1:03

cf hook up
136 5725

Want
To Rent

Beveled edge marble top oak credenza bere,ed echo u.ous* cutout:prat drop "on'p.peoe
easle 0001c.C.as• manse insert glove box dresser metered High Boy oak chest diehbone oak
dresser unusual side tables oak dart bail stand Cabe OAA wasesiend brass Ode tables
marble lop tables 4 drawer or dresser-oak drop horebookcases.de mune &aerobe or hell
tree-sger or Saxer dr•Seer-antspull 4•4<t149n cabind4-3 curved glass china cabinets cedar
chiest•Elanolean Victrola-pedestal library tab* snot claw oak stand table trash bowl A
;Whew stand oval dressing mirror 0Ornar char old Philo° rado6 rockers lea cart poorer 4
piece bedroom suite tapestry loklup rockers High Boy chest wmeror sold wood roll bed
snob* arcane frames oak pie sale oak ice tio. rat top trunk map* ladies dealt square oak
table& 4 spindle bark chairs wood gun cabinet drop 1940 lea can Cies #001 Wine SW 5e1+
Thomas man** dock Soigne 30 day Nevin clock Seth thorns* wall cioca arnewir sari,
dock 2 buffets wood clothes closet double door wood eiest rivaawers Beni:ease is
diners-odd couen Frigidaire nskneralor Whinpooi eutorriaao masher & dryer Tappan
microwave Whiripooi aitarneec osneasher Ilifturlpool upright deep hew.and 2 oboist deep

Lynn Grove
iiams Chapel

by Wil
Church

0004 4•101 LILO\ 00%0
eat tee cares tee ••
'wet
, Wet s-el a
or.
:Aram -se 'aos
e• Sari yes twee,
- • - WOW)

4BR 2 bath $500 mo leete
deposit required must
have references 107 S

I

1

COUNTRY living elf'
errancy apt extra clean aP
peances furnished lease &
deposit rewired no pets
436 5401

1111

St

751 0932

ot

Carport
Sale

753 5898
3to 2 tua
baths detached garage
convenient to Ma 91994d
',Away It intorirsted cal
345 2254
BRICK

rarvh

Sat June 3
FURNISHED or unfurn
shed 1 or 2tw apes No pets
7 am -I? Noon
Zimmerman
Apt; NICE 38r 2 barn tr.,.
its
753 6609
house 40,9F, 7 car garai.o.,
1606 Loch Lomond
Panorama ',nor....
G &L. Rental Property an
rno pits deposit No
$606
flounces openings at
someeung 13r every
1 rno
Sherry Lane Apts near Pets :
One
MSU These attractive hvo.„
1'1 8430 after'
bedroom units lease to
$440 & will be ready for
June move in Grey s Prop
antes is taking applicaborts
Estate,Antique Furniture Sale
Cal 759 2001
Horne of Leonard a Effie Vaughn • ISIS Main
IN country new Its &elute
Frl 4 Sat II am.
furnished al 'Abbas paid
(Feedin-g ewe" sal. meat •uPiett ,9•94. catanst
rin pets $350 Cal be
••••••••••bar,(Nowt•seer ensues crewye .0. •••.0 •
tween (lam & 4pm
maim NIA (Aow P•\•• snit Iabari canal,'axle ••••• -negro
Via lioriral
wee sk.re 1.ed me,'atm 'we .40.-wr
436 2722
KENTUCKY Lake Lake
Land eNes•y Village lbr
apartmer4 utilities .n
cluded rent based on
come 551 *No handicap

& disabled Equal Housing
O pportun
y
502 354 BMW

panatandir cicaa •511 wee• misers sae nuaard hr
•ecre
•arm's. togs •••••••11v• area+ akar.'•harms a -•••••••4. %nary
earns ?Mars • care teas crew l.a
ker•s • •••••,ti 4.4444
outage 7 paaansta desailisaareapli re.
cas •••■••• ecr,r
...ewers oracaor Moor 440•4 •den •anese sees woe •(a
c hen,•es
taid•Oo•••• •••aa 10• ;a tamingsr••-,44 11. 10•••

0/0•604.04 4600 1 is .•••••0 /6060111/. 400 • I/0 a taw mai 40
'00.00 A •••••••••1 ••••"ysoos I ananaI ,11•4• aaavaar• gnaw, a
64enaan• !Ware sal 9.m.is wow, I er nate .10•10/01
•••••... 0 )(MOW. MI lase• dalua
sem II h••••

Kt=
Daisy rend crank churn wash Setae gypsy kettle P Hale* 14"lhe' 41A he ow. In wat's Ind
,rOn thirsts Sem* meta XIS liaral Na743 mate •oys doe houses, vie scnoce bee tanierm
whom' stye, and s;ivai playa darns ayn
er *a tomes Marl PO% laundry 1110ve COre•
grinder sugar bucket
RUNS AND OLD GUNS FOR PARTS
20 gage Remi"gto"
%no' g.,^ raw " 30 30 w scope Wrtc",esire mode,
ole W.ncniesurt model 9' 12 g„.age

7/ 12 Of g

'TRACTOR AND EQUIPMENT
5000 F ord tractor 8 tool wt.* disc 3'6' wig '•• &earring wows 5 'co' 3 poi",
Mona.* roury c,gor 4 Vitae ,abber !re arador
ifHICLES

1976 2 door Monte Casio V6 &moment 19/0 C 10

Chevy Pimp

sassy* flail

MILL

S lIP nye+,tore II no &two? 94.9,9 mower &lame,9,6,g memo, l4..sgva.na air
mocker.(Iran saw Echo 3025 Cnen Sae Favseararla 71 compact crew saw Peen ir cham
saw Echo gas weed eater Wizard r set, i saw B I o ir anal Wzwd ir.ocosiivflor,slum
saw rape nu Cr aftsrnah paver
arch girder mril0shoo tame tielee RIOowns
sander Master Mechanic Fs saw i2 turd saws to bones crowirs old carmeer tools
and boo ernes severe hand A gat*" loot drenches tocaers and ex n1SC soots
11=11C8SLIDU82111001..
3a. • ea sal tn410, ••441441 4141.0114•4144 loon 0.,11 40.Ore SW ins• Om a ea kr flak.
noswoe are kneels Day 3 we ter S.e,
a.r• peter, are •••••
...•••-•eee 4..en
spx,I wS ih.ir
wed* Nsewer•ilear
as 4 go...4 sas....A.
•••••• *so.* Ore War st creel or c••••••• cress We` /OW 40
I nut /0 01101050 0 4000 OM C400 Are a •040111, ter re Serer • •••• r area,
it0•71 "St Seas itah /5)535,)
alb ieserie
measse
•••••• #104,•*,era
epre
MILL011011LIIMAIIIMLAUL
tireseS Illaseoeles aeon
Assimeersil(ans..Aire See,Itseas C.,entar roe** born. ',Aso
Id "dip fig • SOZ rle P020

Col. Paul Wilkerson & Sons
LOVVPS,

Franklin J

dryer $300

KY (502) 674 5659, (502) 674-5854

Wilkinson, 674 55FK)

Dale Rants. 674 S854

%....91

AUCTIONEER &

REAL ESTATE BROKER

REAL ESTATE BROKER

851,3567

A UC TIONE ER
ia

-

AUCTIONEER &

Torn Emory

•

CLASSIFIED

114 apainst•

and

01,14.144.11

28R duple. iiNorthwood
759 4106

Real Estate & Auction

/

'Dab.

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Safe Shopping Center
753 4509 or 7536612

ANTIQUES. TRACTOR EOUIPMENT AND %MUSCLES

Catalogue Uva Sunsys
toms 1 800 274.1744

KENMORE washer
754 HMIS
MAYTAG washer ter-eall
Can be men at the Many
Ilearly Salon Geld

and

28R 7 bath duple. gar
ape cones' gas heat con
fral air $450 mo Golurnan

AUCTION

3 Days

tea, it A, Apart"erne ses
Call • irpteig
Si.

pets

pas r no
'5 3 'b30

-158554 C.ar
port fuel turnathed 2be
suit* "Ake. mese Lib*
I 4.41 Legit% WO 9/9•96•4
.• •••.99
'.\bMO "
0610
OA. 4\5 49.•••:r
se... ••..0.9 A4.1 isasher A

:1144 14••

ha" duims
assets k.
eery tode Areas V.'S ink,
Parson 0:50no:peon..
5.3 :1 er ar •'$t.

oar', pr -sale
▪
eel
11.:50 en° rent and 1250 roe

OFFICE or rebel building
zoned 82 aPProll 1600 HI
ft NE comer 131h & Popu
tar Cal 753 6001

¶2,380 ape Furnished
very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 1 25 2
pets
days 753-0606 after 5pen

CHAPEL IN

a.as.
tAAkA iteapi

• tim eso 1200mo prior
• t •11
real campus
'Sfil HISO or 75334)S
lea,'. messap

to .
11115U
753 91398

310

1970 2BR 12.56 CE ha
with deck & outbuilding on
$3 200
rented lot
759 1058

210

Cowman

DOWNTOWN office soaue
available across from
courthouse $95 mo induct
ing al ublities 753 1266

furnished

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

tw:wria C a
.1.9sed $27S"o
RE '539198

water

FURNITURF

beams roof trusses
floor Pusses motel trim
and house ,packages
DANDI
SYSTEMS
800 262 7799

Doug Tayfor

•4

Lei our sipteerscard suet
help you with yOui plans

Sports
Equiptawa

FOR NFONSITEW APC YOUR AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT

243-

2814

you

NEW sharp 10 comport
ment cash rag . $350 Fax
machine $103 437-3028

Posts

TEAMS 6 COKOTION111
Carwasse sestismerd eV eGals
CAW` or woo caccoi eer.is
• 0 an& a• wirer oiled de Onus
Tara aactorl Service toof• ova Osra ta‘uss 08•10
,
411, Imo" of
T.41 auirCtON6411 he 6reeeteke t ienetkinoriards iters Csea
take precesence ewe enensktey wows mew* he resseneatt rer
accords Limo ft/WM

pianning your
WEDDING in Giseinburg'

ARE

isesses
for Reis

ainelles elision" he pea
5:15
•d•pos t
'53 811148 beton, 9psva

Thurs., June 8, Fri., June 9 8 Sat. June 10, 1995
10 a.m. each day - Rain or Shine
At the home of Etta Winchester and the late Marvin
Winchester,12 miles south of Murray,Ky.,two miles south of
new concord on the Winchester Rd.

WHOLESALE pre cut pre
engineered post frame
building packages We sell

•••isuc Meet S rdOrE tee Ows was en be ceitrow et we
easeerre
seiners fuel NIS see 0011 /MI /0\WOO
01.10•0110
gees man lurked* 'HS 011 *ill 86 A *OM
auCteze. cOa tide(Van edELO At A LATER DA,E

best 4ousksi.a ue ;Note.**
Mote* •rio"ne t inHwy
P
•.- orwereartyre
1481
a
5 305.in
I o
t
6 D
1 IluC 44. OW
-

NEW metal Wing & roof
wig Cover 36' cut 10 length
in 10 colors,. galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable car
port kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

TREADMILLS get seriow.
about physical fitness Fuil
selection of residential &
commercial units Buy tac
tory direct & SAVE' Call
today for FREE color cats
log 1 800 553 5443

eaters 2 cycle water pump 14 hp 12* cut Murray
mower(good cond) lOga singe barrel shotgun 209a
single barrel Stevens mod 9414 Coe 45 aura pistol
wheel barrow 4 sets ot scaffolds be. lots and much
much more Pease plan so spend the day

ONE or ma So.,iNoose
tersest I 'st resew el
quarry Dui/ %swim Snap
.eel be yowl
ww Lampe,

. Li*" ^WV *Om 1
$130 Jr
Id"b. 5.
pos•I
4.3 phi% 759 1 799

Motels
Hoses For

BOGARD 'Nicking and Ex
cievaeng. Inc We haul lop
sot gravel. IA del, white
Mon-Fri
rock, rip rap
8-4pm, 753-2446

SWIMIAING pool distribu
tor must sell its entire wwen
tory of new 1994 huge
19x31 00 family sized
pools complete with sun
deck fence and Mei for
only $$988" Act fast' 100%
financing' Cal now loll free
1 SOO 759 6058 Ask for
Kell Limited area

clock pictures & trames old tins blue hurl tars 2 lie
cabinets Coca Cola passes Christmas decorations
old 2 cap laundry siove (nice) cotton scares corner
sectional w chair morn sofa 2 recliners 2 vacuumsIsom lamp okiclock lamp stereo w bli eCk old records 8
track tapes Maytag washer & dryer rgood cond ) 17 Cu
it chest freezer sewing machine w•cabinet(einem,*
her 40' elect range old quilts & lops nand & Item
tools EZ GO gas got(cart'runs good) gasI elect weed

1.1.

budget
your
1 800554 1451

270
BABY quilts $10911 Hun
dreds to choose from
328 8703

SUNOUEST WOLFF TAN
NING BEDS New
Commercial Home Tan
ring tines From $199 Fac
tory direct and SAVEI Cal
Today FREE NEW Color
Catalog 1 BOO 462 9197

books old elect lamps lots ot assorted pieces of old
glassware marble lop cotters end tables & plant stand
cup and saucier sets walnut *hat not stand Coo Coo

17. - •.

DRAWING desk 2 old area
rugs outdoor post lantern
2 brass candle holder 4t1
baby buggy old Npewriear
2 dolls vanity set and wo
mans hats Please leave
message 753 8607

753 7419

SNAPPER riding mower 8
horse. $150 759 1655

5 piece maple bedroom suite 5 piece mahogany
bedroom suit nice Duncan Phyle double pedestal
dining room table w 6 chairs Duncan Phyle bullet
Duncan Phyle round parlor table corner cabinet walnut
office desk round oar' table wit chairs wicker love
seat Sanyo 31 TV-odd chests cedar chest display
cabinet braided wool rugs wrought won porch set while
drop teal table vr4 chairs Fngiclawe 30' electric range
(ruce) while refrigerator microwave old doN buggy
assorted iron skillets S & P sets Hull pieces set of
Johann Haviland Bavana fine china set of Hibiscus
china by Vernon Kilns set ol Mason's ironstone chinaSeveral pieces of green sandwich old glass cake stand
w glass lid Shawnee corn several assorted pitchers 2
punch bowl sets geo Z Lefton cream & sugar several
pieces ol Ewe King old carnival glass Aueger bowls old
figurines made in Germany hen n nest McCoy pieces
lots or milk glass old hand painted lamp Aladdin or
lamp assonect oil lamps Set ol stainless Corning ware
several pieces ol Fostoria Club aluminum pots & pans
small *loci appaances old butcher kruves vinegar
cruits old black memorabelta bookends(brass) painting
by Myrtle May Elirson (19561 old crystal vases Old

11111111111 Olt

borders 'national

rusbc

reek

stereo weever oath
remote 4
or speakers
100 wall men & tidies golf
clubs 3 PW graphite and
steel shins Tappan micro
wave also conectron of
France prints 2 railroad
pocket watches Elgin in
hunter case
After 3pm

PRESSURE CLEANERS
NEW PSI 1300 $249, 2500
$599. 3500 $899- Honda
3500 $1,099 Factory direct
tax free, prompt delivery
Call 24-hours Free catalog
1800 333-WASH(9274)

Plenty of shade In case of inclement weather, sale
will be held under the bog tent Watch for sips

IRSI

behest;

I

,vas

Atm

FEB
L Pm alle

pork A dream moons to si

23008TU air conditioner,
lice new $200 436-2020

Selling the Buck & Novella Gore estate.

'OR

2 GARCIA

411 deep
pool $750

OVERSTUFFED till chair
for the handicapped Lifts &
reclines. Ike new condition
1 502 436-2623

eir•

, KY

abOrs• ground

A IN Asada,*

Creamer
miarriape Geensurss or
isre weedleie cheers iSince
19101 Photoraohs
lowers been lac
WATERBED; .11...sc
curti swam Heeriecies
'sort
WHOLESALE °WM,
Weosings log ens budget
weed waserteres $28000 14
ev
to
71111101'
Waveless messes vow '500
346
$44 95 Lamm Hires in
Artsenarr•-FREE COLoR
A BEAuTtcu(. CHAPEL
CATALOG- Cal ION bee WE DOiNG in its Smoky
800496 7333
Mountains Geoirieurg s
bele tog okapi CNirrning
DOM° MOM Oast toc
MOW. lible 4 lulip up
bOtSeertell chaos $350
7S30122

count warehouse.
America's largest archery

Clarion

80
ns

1.4FT ROuND

BOW HUNTING EQUIP
MENT Bow hunters da

Tapes
CD's
dat.
41111k 11-0 II=It (=a
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Alusic

ICE

RiDiNG in.
to
ors 759 4634 Spin lom

JVC

FOR sale Pizza business
Hardin Ky $2 500 obo
437 3028
.

7534647

tent condition $SO Call at
Mr Um 4192101

DIXIELAND CENTER
753-7001

ANTIQUES by 1he piece or
collections 753 9433 day
or night

TRAIN to drive tractor
trailers Fast and easy low
cost programs' Job place
merit available Potential
$500 to $700 a weer. More
information call now'
1 800 995 5832

10411SOS IS my

10h 1200 2 arm bees WA
I
mattresses ISO each
gets sh•va lawn WI was
Materna $SO Mardrock
inapt* collie 1110/1e escort

abo 753 9736

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Possible $2500 part time
$8000 full time monthly
processing Insurance
claims for healthcare pro
victors Investment re
wired Software purchase
plus computer Financing
availabte
1 800 722 SAMS

Instruction

11 000 sTu RENcooNE
=RR
nO .c

SHORT ON MEMORY OR
HARD DRIVE SUE. SEE
HAWKINS RESEARCH IN

RETAIL franchise oppor
Murray
tunity existing local ons
Call DOLL house sold at garage
available
1 800 277 3278
sale in 1986 on Oxford Dr
Gift from my father
759 4503
110

sees
Idcars

I

Nees
INNINIRpr

T /40;1SD A s

TIMES

tilgav LADGE

Greg WIllieesoe, 674-5540
APPRENT1CF AUCTIONE EP

Fred Warm 2474757
R
APPRENTICE AUCTliCkr
Family Owned L
Family Oriented

.- .

Our SERVICE Doesn't Cost. It PAYS!

PUBLIC AUCTION

I

Saturday, June 3, 1995 at 10 a m at the home of Mr IL Mrs.
Linzy Beane. From Murray,Ky.take Hwy.94 East to Hwy.280.
Follow 280 to auction. Watch for auction.signs Mr. Beane
has been a builder and repair person for years and Is ready to
slow down a little.
Spindle back rocker old egg basket small drop leaf table wood he chair
reading lamp mini blinds bar stool cast iron skillets cream bucket
old Cream separator nice wrought won round table A chaos old glass
dipper over 100 years Old horse Collar with brass knob hames stone
items- brood as head • nice old Schwinn bicycle • miniature lamps hand
blown vases carnival glass - cordless phone wood Fisher Pric. toys
horseman doll, unusual old fruit jars
dishes • preserve stand

butler n.sh

nice footed green bowl

candy

McCoy vase • wrought iron love

Seat old iron bed metal toys Kentwood rocker paperback books
small Coke tin nail keg like now pocket knives Jim Bowie case, tree
brand

nice 38 special Smith & Wesson &Anthill 22 rifle Remington
Howell camera
video camera

Sou A

30-06 nits model 760 with scope

auto loader Little Orphan Annie little big book

kerosene lamps small
110 air condoloonee • 3ton

deep freeze gas cook stove clothes dryer
central unit - concrete steps rough sawed wild cherry & oak lumber • neer

4'x 8'lattice pieces large lot of new & used lumber • step ladder portable
sewing machine • small kitchen appliances wall clock - ails* table'',
bunk birds • Other odd bed • couch & Odd chaos large lot Of clean used
carpet • outsrde doors • new molding char railing large tit Of insulabOn
storm doorsI windows crustal wall!hitt bracketS Echo gas line trimmer
electric fencer • cutting torch head. hose A gauges a.e rifle • squerel
cage fan • house traolei axles. Iles & wheets • nice one horse traitor
small rote hoe • 6 cants feed IrOught • (2)fiberglass water trough • good
loading shoots • yard chews • lot of odd wrenches • hand 1 yard looks some good bathroom fixtures • PVC pope • iron post • machinist 100is •
fishing Oditiipf118011 • lot of used free & wheels • 3 or 4 thousand lbs. of
scrap von Many Onset Mem not Meted, Not responsble for accidents.

&don held rain or Shins. Lunch available For more irdonnation and 4your irochon needs phone 43S-4144

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
'My

Sarvice Doosn't Cost, It

Pays

r
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Garage Sale

Garage
Sale
Giendale Rd
Frt. 12-5 p rrt
Sal I tun.-2 pm
voious awl wry
1004

Hwy 94 IE two
miles
aCrOSS
trorn Find A6sombly
Frt. All Day
Saturday
7 a m -1 2 Noon
Girt S rtafTle wand
clothes up to ii/11
14 Soli Of 0005 &

eras

At New Concord
across from
post office
TN:m.4n Sal-Sun
7 ern. lo 7
'0 tore4re SU saws
• rie.) Gran ke
•iire canning ars load

24E cr 436 r35C

Yard Sale
Fri & Sat.
7 am. to 7
Lynn Grove turn rir!
at Pioneer Con ver*
once go l'
With tor signs
.
Tads alatre.0.40
..erViit;rip 000r
••• oer.p Ire ow
--assiroo
vas Eve s.. ca -are
&avow
ars amuse

3 Party
Yard Sale
121 South to Mt
Carmel Church follow signs.
Fri.. Sat. & Sun
II am. tll ?
Fishing equipment.
Cong fan
baby clOthin
housewar
& f.rnit.re
craft
toys
supplies
clothes of LI 6zes

GIGANTIC SALE

Follow Sign!
Frt. & Sat

Plus Size rner. & wo
'nens dotes some

-C•••• tiara
cuss are kiro.rines
star vv.s ood^ies
a saes ca -no*

farrktue

SALE #5
1537 Oxford
Fri., June 2

&ffL • 7
Baty leffiS CiCneS

.1^C

•CyS & miSC

Garage Sale
Thurs , Fn. & Sat
8 a m •?
121 award Mayffeld.
1 4 mile betore
Graves-Calloway
Co. Um.

Garage Sale
Fri I Sat.
•_m.-1
Take IME to Duncan's
Market, turn right on
732.1 mile. Witless
Signs.
3 car seats stroller bassine Power Meets 3
wheeler Feshw Pnc• &
Lite hke toys Infant
throucti WW1 cloesrs

Dresser & mirror
stoaer iaCUUth. 00g
"Ouse ntlIng klyS
toys
CSOrleS (all
sizes & rhisc items

A

hold ;terns. *eight
bench will stepper, 2
Orarnes.
twin bed
shoes, tv

Lot 44 kortlur• luttaln
are
crows
afros
=iris faring 414.apmerit.
. as, books. etc
Pane 753.774

Yard Sale

Yard
Sale
1 707•A Ridgewood
Sat

8 a.m.-1 p.m.

Dexter on 1346.
First

house) on

Nelson Road
Thum

Frt

a.m.-3 p.m

641 North nght on
Hurl 1624. 2 rrdies
past Almo store on
left
Fri. & Sat
a.m.-S p.m
Boys & offs clothes
newton to sue 6. men
a women dothes man's
leather trench coal dishes household lams
lard

Yard
Sale
506 South 13th St.
Frt., June 2
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Toys, games. Little Tikes, kitchen
1015

1 2104
ft
POO bermasee
weer aimed Fag et001
Sub Rental incem•
pi Immo Prow 11123.0sX)
482 064 or 792 7221
NEW 3te homes priced in
70sallOs anerong await
able 1.111 oonarder wade
753 3672 afar Nwee

AVOID reettors cosi 3t. 2 NEW alto debts homes
bean trek large yard a sten 2 3tir in ory Stara at mid
apt emi on 121N 505 ananong evaded:re
payments Nes then rent
MS 2296
Sdearallas sum sewer$
$E Me Ores outer 04.2 carte a al underground
wry oncii home Vi 5 prow. uMmee 753 4444
city subdivision 48R 24
baths features Marvin RECENTLY remodeled
windows 17ft toyer ceding eel budt 3br 2 bath Once
white kitchen columns home in town 1600 sq ft
Call
Ihrispleoe We and hardwood living space
eoors cultured marble hot 75340913 $75200
tub deck& more Call
750 2571 435 4013 or
4354040
ealowyelea
CONDOMINIUM 1380 sq
1981
GI
500 Silvenving
ft met garage to. Wiese
new rear We. new winds
luaziouskving 3br 2b
held road ready, $1295
7533293
753-0331
38R house for saie in sown
1985 HONDA 200X 3
7536358
wheeler Bored 185 motor
ATTENTION property In- header, very strong 3 sets
vestors Duplex with of rims & area. $600 obo
$600• monthly income 753-4519
631 P4 4th front unit 2br
with frepieoe
gee heat 1992 YAMAHA 750 Virago,
back unit is newly rernod mint condition ridden
said 11:x apt Lot zoned under 1,200 miles, burcommercial to insure future gandy with lots of chrome &
worth $49900 753-2339 windshield $3,850
753-2041 nights
753 8767 436 2054

"Quick & Paintless

items, car seats,
woCket,
misc

a-

Automotive

of

Dent Removal"
Hail Damage, Door Dings &
Other Minor Dents Removed
Mobile Service Available

HALEY_ Aporaisal Service
Bob Haley state- certified
Call 489-2266

MONTY MORTON
Flt 1, Box 45C, Almo, KY 42020
502-7561274 Pager 742-2134

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes al price ranges If
you we thinking of selling•
contact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Man St

Frt. & Sat.
June 2 & 3
7 a.m.-2 p.m
,36 Sycamore St.
2 computers, 2 printefs, electric eked eater, men's suits 38
reg
k;tchen and
housetaa
items,
cares. VCR

We hand wash & wax plus complete
clean-up on auto's, trucks and vans
Free Pickup and Delivery

Yard
Sale
In Old City Part
Fri., June 2
7:30 am.-2:00 p.m

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, June 10, 1995 - 1000 a.m.
-Selling regardless of pfice - relit or shine 311 North 6th Street, Murray, Kentucky

615 S. 3rd St. Ext.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Half back down S. 3rd off east Sycamore

We have been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

rf)i

NICE secluded building
site located in New Con
cord area lust short de
twice from lake with septic
& water Sadtable for mobiles $7500 Call Kop
perud Realty for addioonal
information 753 1222
AILS13000194

CONCRETE REPAIR

yes plas year New Udell or Satbrowe

Call 753-6869
For free quote or ceeeeldeg.

SOUTHWEST area 1 4
We budding lots each with
20011 road frontage -et
strict•cl
$12 500
4•15 45.48 alter 5pm

THEtffe
.
a.,
r
C°
secs ion
• Serving Western Ky and West Tenn

ACTION REALTY & FARRIS AUCTION
W. Des Farris • CM Avelieraeat
(SO2) 424716
my is ewe swear

30R 2 bath duplex double
carson on Souensood De
7537047

day of sale

Max N. Dodd • Broker

P.O. Box 149 Haul. KY
were eriewewris

38R duplex tor sale
75.&3514

•••S

44.

• 44. 411, 4^ .4-

•

Tree Mom
Tree Alma
Landxspo;

Tree Service claw &mt.

Ye WIN
Hatoe Tenn;

1-9ti Ha-e19
Ord A Operated By TIM LAMB
LiciertS•el .1 insured

502436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262
•

r
e

CUSTOM MOMS C.Aliall711
CuaTON w000soeuro
MI Types Of

Custom Woodworking
arta/
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• ocip Me Sea Our 9i-..ox laserre • Maw OWN/ Ilimay Swag
7K3-111140

41`u
41

1990 CHEVY Silvered°,
4.4, mit), bedkner, new
tires, sharp, $12,500
492 8824

1990 GMC SLE, sport side
p u. loaded 69,000mi
753-9661

Free Estimates
Call Anytime • Local References

Free Estmees
24 4:141 Soo .
1#

1974 CHEVY Cheyenne 1
to, dual, phs, p/b, a/c, 4
speed, 454, new tires,
$3,500 firm 759-1655

1990 Ford F250, While,
auto, pis, pit, dual tanks,
new ores, V-8, super nice!
$6,350
Phone
502-875-4050 Dealer

1-800-700-9464

Quo solo \.).3\1BrOlher.1,

Used
Trucks

1990 CHEVY Silvered°
1500 MI the extras and
camper Call after 6pm
753-7860

Cracks In Driveways
Walkways - Patios Garages
Expansion karts Replaced - Waterproofing
All vial 10 Year Warranty

1975 1tS MERCURY bow
moor pourerian & ie
slorausa *OW prop wooer
lent condison 756 0456
HOUSEBOAT 4011 King
OSA Win 318 NOW* 65
garwaresor al nor mama
$27 SOO or trade Cell
436 5082 or 436 5411i
HOUSEBOAT 4311 Carts
•acellent oondison
betted -Moody Skies' can
be seen at Town Country
Marina
$ 3 2 500
443 6356 3543336
craft

PONTOON boat trader
6300 436 2020
SEADOOS 1993 3 seater
54 906 1993 XP $4,775
1994 SP $3,975 1989 SP
$2.896 437 4723
530

Four Star
Mobile Home
Pads & Service
woloas Vry
UntkartAnrong
L Sena *effort,
44 ro Zr ..o nod
8364.00
Pt Roca Undll410
,
~49
SAM
WNW Rod
CO•0410

Dan mixes..
latatiain
Docks. Treated lanai.'
HantInkais. Sinew or
&WAD

4 x S - $275.00
6 x 10 - $425.00
10 x 16 - 9775.00
Metal Roots Ckier Dec*
A.ashatA•
5 rn.kas ao.411 of Murray

Sondem
Meted
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hedge trimming landscap
rig, mulcrwig mulch haul
rig gutter cleaning Clean
up runk. garbage Odd jobs.
also Al househld moving
Free estimates Tim Lamb
436-5744.

Or. 641 Hwy
(502) 492-441ll

DRYWALL finishing repars additions and blow
ing ceilings 753-4761
GERALD WALTERS is
back Vinyl siding painting
decks additions, rooting
20yrs experience free ono
mates 753 2592

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spray
wig, serving Murray Gado
KITCHEN CABINET RE
1988 LINCOLN Town Car, way County since 1980 FACING Make your old
prime condition $6000 Free estimates 436-2247 new again with Formica All
or 492-8737
436 5209
colors tree estimate's
1988 MERCURY Sable full A and A Lambs lawn mow Wulff's Recovery Murray,
KY 436-5560
power 70.X XX miles, extra wig, light hauling tree trim
nice 64 700 753-4978 or ming. Mark 436 2528
LAMB Brolhens Tree Serleave message
ALCOA vinyl siding & trim vice 502-436-5744
1989 PONTIAC Grand Prix Replacement windows Bill
LAMB'S Tree Service tree
2dr, automatic with air, Speed 492 8103
trimming & removal haulgrey, wheels, sharp
ALL around hauling mow- ing, etc 436-2269 Paul
435-4294 after 6pm
ing tree work, junk dean LAWN care, mowing & trim1992 TOYOTA Paseo
up cleaning out gutters. ming
436-2528
759 1992
Joe 436-2867
LAWNS
mowed
1904 CAMARO Z28, blue, ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
(502)759-3133
loaded, lady driven 17,500 foundations, slabs, sidewmiles Asking $16,750 obo
alks, driveways, buildings, LAWNS mowed & trimmed,
Phone
Frankfort remodeling. repairs, AGC senior citizen discount, free
oenfied 489-2214
estimates 437-4726
502-227-8015

1987 DODGE Dakota 4.4,
6 cylinder, automatic, air,
p/b, bIt, cruise, am/fm
cassette, red/white, $4.000
firm Call 474-8340 alter
60(Y1
1987 MAZDA B-2000, front
end damaged will part out
or sell as is, $750
489-2101

A Professional Service
Specializing in Kitchens & Bathrooms

Meese

1988 LJNCOLN Town car,
condition
good
502 492 8358

1983 CHEVROLET full size
4x4, shortbed pick-up, V-8
with low miles, standard
transmission. Black on
black. Nice truck! $5,000
obo Phone 502-535-6167

M & M Remodeling
Service
is help

36R I bath log home 1250
sq R
Ara vaulted
civangeain
get room
fireplac• patio area
N2,700 48116073

1988 FORD Tempo LX
excellent condition one
owner, loaded 753-8984 or
753 9011

1978 CHEVY pick-up, runs
good, $950 753-6709

Bruce Green
BuiOng Contractors, Inc.

BY owner large /, acre lot
n Woodgate Subdivision
all City ublioes included Restrictions apply Priced
$16900 Call David King
Fri
753 8355 Mon
759 9854
nithts &
weekends

28R 1 bath horn. on 2
ease in oouniry West of
Murray
$36 SOO
312 2485

1987 GRAND Prix Neck
gray
$2,500 Call
753-2410

500

FREE Esemates: 753-8343

Howse
Far Ike

1967 FORD Watling 4cyl
Sap
Blue
$1950
753 6554

Vans

3 LOTS in East `I Subdivision $8 500 7538274

3.3 ACRES siochad lake
lanced pasture green
house 14170 3br mobile
home Coleman Reel Es
we 753 9096

1906 PEOGEOT 505 ST1
runs good $1,000
753 6709

1989 FORD Aerostat van,
V-6, auto, air, p/s,
cruise, am/fm tape,
110,XXX miles, 53.950
436-5610

•

Open House on Sunday, June 4 Irons 24 p.m.
Mrs Zeta Hudson has made the decision kt sell her family
hOrne of many years. the Yates estate, at auctaort This is an
absolute sale with no minimum and no reserve
This charming stone cape cod features a large hying room
With fireplace, kitchen. dining area, a bedrooms. full basement weh drive-in garage area. hardwood floors throughout.
Security doors, Norm windows, and a lovely back lawn
Terms on Real Estate 15% down day of sale balance at
closing within 30 days
Also offered wit be the following atoms of personal property
Sofa char. antique Winer cupbOard. Maytag washer & dryer
several old framed writs. oolftelbia pottery including several
Pecos of Old Stoneware. lad(edmIck chaos. kitchen items.
picnic table. wheelbarrow hand Idols arid many rnote items
not Sated Toms on Personal Property CornpAste settlement

1984 HONDA Accord
107 XXX mem Sep pie
pt etc. cruse CISI•11,
novo muffler good body &
teas $2.860 759 3150

WieUn Cry Limits

ii

103 ACRES CI Wooed in
surveyed 2 tarns a garage
2 small budding' tool shed
3be doubleendis vial house
roof & carport added pond
sicciusd with fish Shown by
appointment only
436 5648

1979 OLDS Delta IS
91 XXX miles dapandataa
ranaporiseon 753 3903

495

Call (502) 759-1820

TAKE a look make an offer
2br lake property Wilson
Realty 121 South Call
753 5086

BEAUTIFUL hat lot all
underground city utilioes in
ciuding gas Last available
lot in Preston Heights lo
cated behind Gatesbor
0i41 $13900 753-2339

Used
Cale

FOR sale or trade- 1988
Cadillac Sedan Devide, one
owner, excellent condition,
would trade for van
753-5731

Dutchmen's
Wash and Detail

kAUR CAL Realty proles
sionai real estate managemerit. residential commer
c:sal (allow us to handle your
real estate headaches) A
cost curing OCCupiiifICy improving move 753-4444

LAKE LOT SALE' Estate
size horriesites with pnvale
lake access in Kentucky
From $8 900 Financing
FREE color brochure Call
now 800 858 1323 ext
3957 Woodland acres

'902 MARIE'V Dendson
aRS icto nem oonwre
be sill oketati S.D.
chrome 2 ione pont sour
rig Nies *carry lanClahmild
• saddle baps •12.•00
obo 753 0632 days
436 5675 after 73r

FOR sale 1991 Ford
Taurus GL, good condition,
$4500 firm 436-2037

.- .V-01418iMLNNW

9 am -5 p.m.

Zliar Cb4

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sal
II a.m.& p.m.
1103 Mulberry
Clothes ack.itt, teen
boys, girls 8-10, c:Mdren s bat set & corn
loners. toys, house

Frl. 3-5
Sat. 62
4038 haven Meadow
Court ri Falbrook Sued.
Taint beards &honeys Isei
Oil Daiwa Or. then right
woo FallbroolL Foam tee

Hazel

C1:44C.
424. Sr. 004

7 a.m.-1 p.m

Garage Sale

201 Center St

S
•b
cinw
Wail bed and "Wrest

June 2. 1995

1217404h to Stella, left
on Lynn Lawson Rd.
12 miss.
- Ran or Shrie
OW wet ma ow stook
oseov sake cher chug,
wooer wood stove
• e s-a.1 osa tn.4 Early
A-erca,-- tables

Yard Sale

Fri & Sat
June 2 & 3
I arrt.-5
22C5 Coldwater Rd

1105 kverwood

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
Jum 2 & 3
7 a.m. - ?

Rd Nat off So ltith St.
Fri 8-5
Sat. 61
Maytag washer dryer
Kirby va:uum cleaner
mace INN sizip bedspread a oilers tack
knacks men s Itidies
Jothes 2 bar stools
Diki14 lots of stull

I52 Canterbury
Fri & Sat
June 2 & 3
7 arril pin.
3coC washer & )•-yer
wicker whet & tat:re
/verges comic:fief
-ary cneap items

Moving Sale

3 BR-2 Bath
Wiwi Lemke
$62,000
753-5561

3 maim oast of

4...04 SAO MS

Coach Edgar's

Backyard Sale
1503 'iron Chapel

Garage
Sale

Carport
Sale

Yard Sale

C her oke• T rad ing
Post 3 miles out 94
East Hwy.
Fri & Sat
Juno 2 & 3
• sm. • S p.m
4.1 us ars & mews
wir -0,..s4r04 Uri
440-•
Rae

irr." arca oft mare
;or more rap call 436

Fit I list
a am?
ir sees le lremse•
LOAM allarea sesame
peers Wee
Gni Ora •sax oars*
a seem rumor, arse
sies yew list heir ass
set mem sieta terse
reirese 8 et wawa
wool IMO 1•••••
•

Giant
3 Party
Yard Sale

Yard Sale

7 Party
Yard Sale

sem

lama
I1
/
411 Sale

Sals

ALL phases of tree care
maintenance including fertilization, pessadation &
storm damage repair by
The Professional John
Bowr. Cali 436-5334.

ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- LICENSED for electric and
niture repair & custom gas 753-7203
woodworking 753-8r6
MULCH, delivered Murray
APPLIANCE REAIRS:
area. 436-5560
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work MULCH, delivered Murray
and parts warranted. Ask area 436-5560
for Andy at The Appliance
PAINTING int , ext all
Works, 753-2455.
types of home repair, tree
APPLIANCE,, SERVICE. estimates Call anytime
Kenmore, Westinghouse, 436-5032.
Whirlpool 30+ years exPLUMBING repairman with
perience. BOBBY
same day service Call
HOPPER, 436-5848
436-5255
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank REMODELING, repairs,
decks,
installation, repair, replace- additions, porches,
vinyl siding, footings,
ment 759-1515
foundations, and concrete
BACKHCE Service - BOY finishing Free estimates.
HILL. Septic system, drive- Call Jerry Eldridge
ways, hauling, foundations, 753-8647.
etc 759-4664
ROCKY Colson home reBACKHOE Service, com- pair, plumbing, roofing. sidplete foundations, septic ing & additions All type
systems. R.H.Nesbitt, Con- home & mobile home restruction Phone 492-8516, pair. Free estimates
474-2307.
pager 762-7221
BOB'S Plumbing Service ROOFING and painting
Installation and repair, all interior- exterior etc. 25yrs
experience, 10% discount
work guaranteed
senior citizens 474-0107
753-1134 or 436-5832
BUGHOGGING Gardens
plowed, disked, driveways
SEAMLESS gutters in
graded
Milt Jones
stalled residential or com437-4030
mercial. Serval' Gutter Co
CAMCORDER repair & 753-6433
microwave repair Wood
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
VCR Service Center Removal Insured with full
753-0530
line of equipment Free esCARPORTS for cars and timates Day or night,
trucks Special sizes for 753-5484
motor home, boats RVs THE Gutter Co Seamless
and etc Excellent protec aluminum gutters, variety
bon, high quality, excellent
of colors Licensed, in
value goy Hill 759-4664
sured Estimate available
CARROLL'S Custom gw- 759-4690
den tilling, grader blade VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
work bush hogging lots, Service Center, cleaning
estimates
free
servicing $15, most repairs
502-4928622
$35 Free estimates Route
CHIM Chlm Chimney 1, Almo Open 9-12, 1-5,
Sweeps has 10% senior Mon -Fn , 753-0530
citizen discounts We sell WINDOW & door repair &
chimney caps and screens replacement 759 1799
435-4191

COUNTERTOPS, custom
FOR sale 1988 Chevy Homes, trailers, offices
Sitverado, black & gray with Wulff's Recovery, Murray
gray interior, loaded. 436-5560
79,)00( miles 527-5294 af
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
ter 51xn
Cooling Service Corn
and
Sin
piele installation and set
vice
Call Gary at
Compere
750-4754
32 FOOT Holiday :samper CUSTOM buNdoarig and
$3000 Serious Inquires bacishoe work. septic sysonly 502 750 4414
tems. 354-8161 alter iipm.
Horace Sholar
520
Wang & email
CUSTOM
ONO
bush hogging 489 2995
11•1•111

1988 17 ft. Bayliner Ford 4 cyl.
with 011C out
drive, wait thru
windshield.
$6,500 firm

753-0410
12F1 ALUMINUM Jan boat
vise+ 94 fp Johnson en
gene. valet included $1300
7133-0632 dew 4365575
sem 73m

LEWIS Exterior Cleaning
houses, mobile homes,
brick & vinyl, buildings,
R.V.'s, sidewalks, tree estimates (502)753-6490

DAVID'S cleaning $er
vices We clean vinyi brick
drive ways sidewalks -c
bale homes, R V 759 4734

5s0
Free
Camas.
2 BIRD dogs one female.
one male Call after 6pm
753-9984

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
ma

I
For your convenience
Times
&
Ledger
The Murray
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

IJ
Call

Ue Today/

7113-191(1

•

;
••.

•••• mr•
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MURRAY LEDGER a TIME S

LOOKING BACK

DR. GOIT

progresse•

erriph•sem•
HEAR it eceirT 1 An sou 41.4(1%.14 remosed
and patients can enjoy
en
s
slowly
What
the pi-tigress/on of emptiest-ma'
of relatitely normal
ear's
mans
should I evpect as the disease pro
albeit some% hat restncted Ithr
keep
to
du
I
might
what
sses
and
'err
Matt emph%sema pattosgs err also
myself comfortable
cise of antibi
HEAR READER Emphysema is • helped 0% the periodic
°tic • cis% gm n cortisone' And other
marked
disease
of
lung
chronic
form
Mild to moderate
meditations
be disruption of alceoli the tine. frath
easily be treated by
en sacs through which oxygen is emphysema tan More ...nous cases
family physicians
exchanged for carbon dioxide
the care of put
Although a mild form of emphysema should be under
specialists
monary
normally occurs with age as the
As your emphysema progresses- at
lungs become less efficient and
rate.. you will esperienc
whatever
other types are inhented most cases
dunng
result from longstanding exposure to increasing difficulty breathing
able to eompen
be
ff1a%
You
exercise.
smoke
cigarette
chiefly
air pollution
sate for this by altering your actieite
The major symptoms are breathless
.11•s intolerance to exercise and a losing weight because obesity
,
barrel shaped chest The diagnosis is increases the work of breathing
exercises
breathing
special
learning
put
of
tests
made. by chest X ray and
that use the abdominal muscles
monary efficiency
than the diaphragm'. and fol
rather
is
semi'
emphe
the
of
cause
the
If
your doctor's advice' with
lowing
inexorably
not corrected, the disease
regard to avoiding air pollution and
progresses until patients literally suf
locate Consequently, such patients using prescription medications
As is true for many diseases. it's
must, at the very least, stop smoking
easier to prevent emphysema than to
fhis includes inhalation of "second

imos

Lumbar
ism or

111.00
25.00
P7S.00
er CiaCk
moray

4

treat it For example scions propie
should new begin to •moke be.&ow

hand smoke as well as smog aad
other eonuuninante Oncr the caw., is

Bs Peter H Gall VI Is

tar
ome
mice
Imo
gm"
hot

hing. re
Ind Now
4761

fERS is
painting.
roofing.
trap ass-

it • harder tee foe up later and thco.cr
indtsidu.sis who wort in dusts csieupa

loins must •iii•s• u•e- appropriate'
masks fillets or safete des lees to
aeceed lung damage
To ilite tow Miele information 1 artl
sending suu •free cups of me Health
Report 1.1%ing Mith I hrtinic I.ung
Disease Other readers who would
like a copy should send V plus a long
self addressed stamped enselope to
1'0 Kos 2,111 New ork

sure to mention the tale
!we %1140•I'kf'1441 ‘111011.1.4 l•-••

DR. GOTT

to

PETER
GO-TT, M.D

•

DAILY COMICS

Irons Coast Guard Academy
Tea years iv
%sc. Londus. Cosa
WATCH (wort activities
The Res Marta 0 Matungls
(taming center for the hand
$5.000
of Si Leo Catholic
a
pastor
recessed
si:appedi has
Church celebrated his 2Sth year
grant from the Cokmels Good
of priesthood at a Silver J utake
Works Program Fund Kiared
Mats at S p m He has been at
presenung the check to Peggy
Murray for 14 years
V• shams. WATCH director. it
Births reported include a boy
Wayne
Colonel
Kentucky
to Mr and Mrs Stese Cutaway.
Williams
May 12, a boy to Mr and Mrs
Mike Wilkins, WO of Mr aid
Mrs Thomas Wilkins of Murray. Danns Phillips. May 22, a boy to
Mr and Mrs Linn Stanak. May
has received a four !year sc Aolatthe
a
k't
Off
Academic
24
by
ship
Thirty years ago
niversity of Kentucky. LexingDr Frank Kodman. professor
ton He is a 1985 graduate of
in the School of Education at
Murray High School
Murray State University. has
Mikal K GfITCS. 1485 senior
Sshool.
High
County
at Calloway
been elected to membership in
has been accepted at Princeton
the New York Academy of
University, Princeton, N.J.
Science
Tar Ertl! of Murras died May
Twenty years ago
II from iniunes sustained in a
Murray State University' has
two-car contuse' near Benton
been awarded a S20,000 grant by
Judy Hargis, daughter of Mr
the Nauonal Science Foundation
and
Mrs Henry Hargis. and Mary
scientific
of
purchase
for the
Keys Russell, daughter of Mr
equipment to improve iindergra•
duate instruction in geology, che- and Mrs A W Russell, both stu
dents at Murray High School.
mistry and physics.
Coast Guard Cadet Patrick 3. received their State Homemaker
Ryan, son of Dr and Mrs. Wil- degrees. highest degree in the
liam I Ryan, will graduate June Future Homemakers of America

BLOND*:
t4i405 'estst- Jr.4

1ET RE
your old
Mak Al
dimwits
, Murray.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

A REA,.

ESTA''E MAN
rav...KING
ARO.N,-HE EiALIJATiNG

.40,5E w
DALCts/

OUR
PROPERrY

ce4

Sorry, Wrong Number

(n„

North dealer
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
•KJ 7 5
•A
• A Q8 3
•Q 1094
EAST
WES I
+104
*9
•Q1063
•J 8 7 4 2
• K J52
• 1096
+83
dh A K 2
SOUITI
• A8632
•K95
•7 4
+.1 6 5
The bidding:
South West
North East
l'ass
1*
Pass
1*
4*
Pass
3*
Opening lead — king of clubs

vice, tree
eal, haul9 Paul
ng I trimCALVIN and HOBBES

lowed.

Ulv's

trimmed,
punt, free
Cleaning
homes,

,

free esti6490.

Pik
r4'JR
!!ISTEX':f
SC1,1013L ENS -1— Ol3t.f)OW"M TleuMB eC.1Kvi X R
AND SPERO TI-IE REST OcUTE IN TUE SERPAGE7
MIGRAT,NG YlITu 71.IE
NILDEBEESTS'

'Uric and
Murray
Murray

CATHY

ext. all
pair, free
anytime

I CAN'T 60 OUTSIDE LIKE
THIS! I LOOK LIKE TM
wEARiNG forl uNDERWEAR!

man with
ce. *Call

NONSENSE..THIS YEAR'S SUITI

r YOU 0007 LOOK LIKE

HAVE 6000, STURCH, BUILT-IN
SUPPORT Eittn5...FULL CAROLE
PANELS... AND NICE, WIDE,
NON-RIDE-UP BANDS AROUND
THE LE& HOLES!

4OU'RE WEARAl&

Voug LiNtifAtuLAR

r

repairs,
decks,
iotings,
concrete
itimatas.
Idridge
I.

Signaling is the most usual
method by which defenders communicate with each other during the
•
play. Correctly transmitted,the mes,THL
THANKS
11_00K LIKE
conveyed help the defenders
sages
DEAR- , WE CAT FOR '
or coni 'rims*TO, to decide when to stop, start
IN& !AV
suit.
a
playing
tinue
ouR
ElftiNG
MOTHER'S
Signals are not given automat'.
UNDER- ' .:I15TOMERS
-tally. however. Instead, a defender
WEAR!.t ' INTO TME
should first take into account all the
• FUTuRE
pertinent aspects of a deal before
;
deciding which strategy offers the
best chance of attaining the desired
goal — defeat of the contract.

Consider this case. for example
West led the club king and. after
receiving the encouragini eight from
partner,continued with the ace and
another club East ruffed, but that
was the end of the defense Declarer
won the heart shiit, drew trumps.
and discarded his diamond loser on
the club queen to finish with ten
tricks
The simple fact is that. East
goofed He-should not have signaled
--for a dub continuation by playing
the eight at trick one, even though
one usually does that to indicate a
doubleton He should have realized
that it was more important to sug
gest a diamond shift than to get a
club ruff since he already had a
guaranteed trump trick that did not
require a clubruff to insure it
Accordingly, East should have
played the club three at trick one to
discourage partner from continuing
the suit Forced to direct his at
tion elsewhere. West presumably
would have found the killing die-mond shift, since that was the only
suit that offered a chance to defeat
the contract
South could not have prevailed
against this defense Whether he
elected to finesse the queen of din
monds or not, the defenders sooner
or later would have scored four tricks
— two cl ubs. n diamond and a trump
— before declarer could come to ten

PTO re-

imates
minting,
c.. 25yrs
discount
'4-0107

CROSSWORDS

ers inOr ownMet Co.

work
35 Actress
Rowlands
37 Buddies
38 Mr Vigoda
40 Stacnes
42 Yorttsrwe
river
43 Sonere
45 Gnaw
46 Preston ID
47 Sack of
particles
49 Boxing No*
lab&
Sun'
50
52 Gains points
54 Supercilious
indrv•duals
55 SAusacel
.nstrument'S

ACROSS

6 Stump
with full
Free asnight,
GARFIELD
sonless
variety
,ed, inimitable

WHY DON'T YOLI
ALL GO HOME?
ISN'T IT PAST
YOUR BEPTIMEP!

I KNOW WHY YOU PEOPLE
PONT GET MY JOKES! YOU RE
NOT HIP! YOU'RE TOO OLP!

vow
MALLARD FILI MORE
114to

aier *AOC/ affayitit
Velz NEPA. Crap /g

WXV$

Ica=

1
rtiikr APPM0 70 136
A 00'14AG'
140341404,'
/kir Ottif!.

PEANUTS
MIL
.
p

fle.)MAT 'f0t) WANT TO
DO660 DOWN TO
TNE CORNER AND
TURN RIE441"

KEEP TJRNIN6 Ri604T,
AND BEFORE YOU
KNOW
YOU'LL BE
SACK HE wHERE
YOU STA

NOW CAN! RUN
AWAY FROM HOME
IF I COmE BACK
0 WHERE I
STARTED"

14
15 Learned
17 Duncan ID
18 Hurricane

center
20 Prepares for
print
21 Deface
22 WWII event
24 Ending wan
law
25 'Moonstruck"
actor
26 Hatt
28 Dissolved
substance
30 Fills witt
reverence
32 Alga
33 One devoted
to religious

od VCR
leaningImpairs
s.Route
12. 1-5.
D.

tamale.
lit tipm

Trifle
6 "A Fish
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111F.A1( ‘14141 I t.',"
iitr sttr-t- -tr-redit-tv 41,
!•441.11( 4:1111.4111f1 troal the v4“111.411 •11.
had been noires/A v ear and f' ii
.8 hos of old picture's ot her h u sband
and it V1,4114111 in his past I think
targct
sour ad's ,' was right
AM's'
I got married .1 %e.tt
MoriderfUl. 114% MX Mall It :a .t. .1
gond alitTitee for both id is

While making riNini
two h“u‘t•Iiiildi.
Iwroe I ran OCTo.t. ci trot 44,tit,t1(444.*:
pictures letters and c arils I''ti
woman from hi• past I
Nurprii.rd Hut I rationalized that
they %err long 1444:4/Urn 44., I left
them where I found theirs A fc o
di..(*.et
months later. on
l% discarded them without
ment
I thank TO% kirk% stirs that fie
had tte Enter-len( r he 414 toe4.
if' he adn t he might not hasetill
en in line with nw
I can t tee .lealow. icr hurt ..5,1.r
what lir did before he met (114
There :ere a few flteITIefito. .*f lii0 r ho me that I will n.d
tlin 1II
3Nci

L)•

hu•hand is critilled
I liodie‘e
cherPth thege.tnemiirles pint flP 1
aril entitled to (Ukiah hensh •ant•
mernones fnim my lit% n past
SE1'I'RE IN VVIS4'i iNSIN

lii

_DF:AK SEC(RE: You arc a
very wise woman. And your
husband is a luck) man. May it
ever he thus.
• • •

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

Pipe

DEAR

Tomorrow Bidding quiz

*"‘

CiTe tofmg,sid-.

copal's,NM
Rt1rad births reported at Misr
ray Hospsuil include a gift to Mr
and Mn lames Crowell a boy to
Mr and Mrs teary Wicker, a boy
to Mr and Mn Allen Alltnitten
a girl to Mr and Mn Herbert
nderivoud, and a gul to kti and
Mn Billy Mitchell
P'orty years *se
Maurice Crass Jr president of
Murray Junior Chaniber of l'onc
rncri.c. presented awards to win
nets of the leen Age Itoadco Ile
is pictured with Don l'ollins, lust
place winner, ot Munas Training
School. and Brooks Du man, sr,
ond place winner. of Almo High
School Collins will compete in
the state eeent to he at Harrod%
burg June I I
Prof Gerhard Megot. 01 I an
guage and literature Depanniciit
at Murray State College. was
guest speaker at a meeting of
Mum) Lions Club
Resent births reported at Mut
ray Hospital in. lude a boy tel Mr
and Mn fliornat Hale. a hoe to
Mr and Mrs Joe Hill, a boy to
Mt and Mrs Marion Clark.
boy to Mr and Mrs Bruce Sills,
a girl to Mr and Mrs lames Fut
rell, a girl to Mr arid Mrs Don
nie 104.Cord, and a girl to kir and
Mrs. Max Bailey
I

1.
)

'Me Sert4
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1996

9 Amount Of
medicine
10 - Prowl
I? -Cosby
Snow!
daughtet
13 Larnonms
fruit

16 Expires
19 Fit for food
21 Aniimoon
show
23 Cries
mournfully'
2S meals
27 Ede* seed
29 Ships record
31 *- IT
13 Rowboat part
34 Sack
36 Rouesefrom
asap
37 Cm sounds
39 Read's
41 Facing
Owen
origin
43 Oen
44 Every
47 flabirsZon
49 filicky
Si Themiona
93 Railroad

DEAR ABBY I never dreamed I
is old be writing to :tole but after
reading about the wife skip, fecund
old
pictures of her hoshand and
girlfriend. here I ism
About IS pa's ago, my hutaiand
owned up to an affair with another
woman Re begged Inv Ic, forgis e
him and I did 'since then. every
thing has been going smoothly
until recently
I wits looking through his billfold
for something else and saw a picture of a wiiman I heel never %e'en 1
thr woman he had
RM sure eh.'
been mowing back then I doubt that
he has seen her airier, hut I wonder
why he's still carrying her picture- in
his billfold
Should! confront him about the
picture.
lifuNtDdl..:RIM:
atx
"Juat for K
DEAR WONDERING: Don't
-confront" him. Casually mention seeing the picture without
being angry, hurt or accusatory.
And if he doesn't remove it from
his wallet, tear it up and casually tom it in the garbage can. I'd
be surprised!
• ••

DF:AR ABBY Years ago, I asked
the mother of me son's new friend if
he was her middle child She
replied. We have six children
Karen, Wayne. Chris. Beth. defT.
and Mary. who died in a hiking
accident a few years ago " Although
I was momentarily apeechleu. I
was touched by the way she han
died my question It opened up our
conversation and our understanding of each other
I think the mother who wrote
asking whether to count her son
who had recently died could use this
approach It might help her, and It
would also help people she meets
They may:either offer their eympos•
thy and move an to another topic, or
encourage her to talk about her son.
Ignoring has esumence would bq fat
more painful than talking about
hun
KATE O'NEILL.
PENNINGTON. NJ
DEAR KATE: Your latter
echoes what hundreds of mothere have .izprea,sod in their totter to me Thank you for writing.
• • •
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Mrs. Beulah Doris Smith
**Av
•'.{-,
r•
•

Derrell Gene Wilson

Mn Beulah Duns Smith. 72. RI 3. Merray. died today . June I.
1995 ar• 7 10 am at Murray Calkrway County Hospital
Her husband. Jesse oak Smooth. died April 11. 19111 she ia as of
Hamm faith Boni Aug 24. 1922. on Trigg County. she was the
Lathier of the late Frank H Dunn and Ruby Ethel Jones Dunn
sios'itors include three sisters. Mrs Flossie Henry, Mt I. Dexter.
and Mrs Etta Harper and Mn 1 orene Hudson. Mt
Murray. four
iiictes. Maroc Lopfoed and Virginia Housclen. Murray. Ethel Jackson.
itt I. ()cater. and Margot Nanney itt I. Hardin. fist nephews. Paul
Henry. RI I. Dexter. Rayburn Harper and Roger Hudson. Rt 1. Mur
ras Ernie Kay Dunn and Dell Dunn. several great nekes and
rocvhews
filatiki Coleman Funeral Home will he in her gc ol funeral and
k•urial arrangemenu

Mrs. Alice Thomasson
Mrs Alice Thomaston. 86. Murray. died Tuesday. May lo. 1995. at
• p m at Princctcon Health Care Manor. Princeton
mem
s'lc was a.4,,,
LAr of Grate Baptist-Church Born Sept 1. 1908, in
i alloway Ci .. he was the daughter of the late Albert Dusan
iiAthens and Pearl Icons Merrell Hutchens
F'receding her in death were her first husband. Alshus Jameson in
•8. her second husband, Harold Thomaston in 1985. and four
.tiaghters. tiennide Jameson. Ros.ona Merrell. Faye CiSlson and L'harlotte Dunn
Sur.i.ors int luck one son. Robert Jameson and wife. Benton. one
..oter Mrs Lune Merrell. Matton. S C . one brother. John Tremon
Hatthens. Murray. '2 1 grandchildren. se.eral great-grandchildren and
great great grandchildren
The tuncral wilt he Finlay at 2 p in in the chapel of Miller Funeral
ti mu' of Murray The Re. R J Burps< will ()Hitt-He Burial will fol.. in MtCuiston CemetCry
Friends may tall at the funeral home alter c.p m tocLiy iThursday i

Mrs. Hallie Marie Shank Emmert
- Mrs Hallic Mane Shank kmmert. 82. West Main Street. Glasgow,
J.0.1 Wednesday. May 11. 1995. at the home of her son in Clarksville.
Retired from Glasgow Manufattunng Company, she was a member
.1 Browder. Chapel Baptist Church. V F W Ladies Auxiliary. and
AV Ladies Auxiliary
Her husband, Gilbert Emmert. preceded her in death.
Sur.i.ors include two sons. Roger Emmert and wile. Earlene, and
Vs ilium Billy' Emmert,
Tenn . two granddaughters. She,' Loden of TellIS and Sheri Murphy of Clarks.ille. Tenn.. four
great-grandthildren. Chnson and Wesley Murphy and Allison and
Alms Loden
The funeral will be Saturday at I p m in the ;hape.1 of Hatcher &
saddler funeral Home. Glasgow Burial will follow in Happy Valley
Memorial Gardens
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 ,p m tonight
Thursday

Serveces for (knell Gene Wilson were Wedneutty at 2 p m. at Oak
Glove &What Church. John Dale and Dr Henry Franklin Paschall
officiated. Singing was by singers from Glendale Road Church ot
Christ
Pallbearers were Gene Rickman. Dan Poyner. Gary Humphnes.
Tommy Dan Story. Elisha Taylor and Jesse Fos. active: J.V. Hill.
V.alter Fanner. Tolbert Story. Eddie On. Thomas E Paschall. Randay
Taylor. Kea Craig and wink Owen Vinson. honorary.
Burial was--tn Oak Grove Cemetery with arrangements by Mina
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Community Developmental services. 455 Hannings Lane. Martin. Tenn.
A8217
Mr Wilson. 57, Crossland Road. Puryear. Tenn., died Monday.
May 29. 1995. at 12:39 p.m. in the Emergency Room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
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•Four diem of Nucleoli ton East Mossy Elementiri recently collected
14,500 pennies la total of$145)tor the Mune/ Women'sClub"Penniesfor the
Parr prolect. The money was presented to Jeannette Willem disarmer'ol
Ihe Masa

Memorial services for Mrs. Anne T. Wood will be today at 2 p.m.
an the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
Mrs Oneida White will be pianist and Mrs. Honk Walston Jones will
be soloistThe WATCH. group will serve as an honorary group. Burial will
he in Green Plain Cemetery.
Mrs Wood, 73. Coldwater Road. Murray, died Monday. May 29,
1995. at 6:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Keys Wells
Final rites for Keys Wells were Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Don Faulkner and Randy Lowe officiated. Music was by Emma Dean Lawson. pianist, and
the Rcv. Richard Denton, soloist.
Pallbearers were Robert Ldwe Sr., Tony Lovett, Randy Lawson,
Bud Wallace, Brad Lowe and C.W. Nance. Dr. Charles Smith played
the harmonica at the gravesite at Murray City Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian Church where he was a member.
Mr. Wells. 79. Rt. 6. Murray. died Monday. May 29, 1995, at 110
a m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

California Connection will hold its ftfth annual Picnic In the Part on Saturday,
June 10,11 Am. to 2 p.m. Anyone with a connection to California, past or
present, Is encouraged to attend the picnic potluck. Pictured planning the
event are committee members Mary Thomson, Gwen Wolff, Ginger Goodell,
Barbara Tompkins and Sara Fineman. For more information and to reserve a
spot at the picnic potluck, please call Sara at 753-6529.

Noon Buffet (M-F, 11-1:30)
All You Can Eat - 52.95-Adult • s2.65-s.citiz.n.
• 2 Meats • 4 Vegetables • 2 Rices • Roll • Dessert

Meals are available
The Calloway County Board of
Education will participate in the
federally funded Summer Food Service Program for children below the
age o(19.
All children are invited to participate and each will be served the
same meal at no charge regardless
of race, color, national origin, sex.

Michael William Dale was
named to the Dean's List for the
1995 spring semester at Millsaps
College in Jackson. Miss.
Dean's List students have earned
a grade point average between 3.2
and 4.0.
Dale is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John W. Dale III, of Murray.

2.55

Daily Chinese Dish - starting
• Entree • Egg Roll • Rice • Sesame Seed Wing

age.or handicap. The following site
will be open to all children under 19
years of age for food service:
Hwy 641 S • Murray. Ky • (502)753-3788/(502)753-5986
Site: East Elementary School,
7 Days A Week • 6 a m -2 p m i5 p m -10 pm
Route 6, Hwy. 280, Murray, Ky.
Dates: June 5-July 28 (except
July 4)
ilVike
l2711r
.WaiStiaC:7115L111
•i.,2
1
:
:41aiii;
Days of week: Monday through
We Feature Name Brand Tires
Friday
Serving time: Breakfast- 8:15
Made in the U.S.A.
a.m. to 9 a.m.; Lunch- 11:30 am.
Laramie • Remington
LJNIROY
-i11
to 1 p.m.
Firestone • Michelin
Place: School cafeteria
-Open Saturdays Vali NO011Persons who believe they have
been discriminated against in the
Summer Food Service Program
1A410
4:4't
should write the Secretary of AgriEast Main • 753-5606
culture, Washington, D.C. 20250.
a45t:*.•
jt's.'emo
-‘,
For more information, call csainli•
'flth
-sl,arasarfk•fmkom
.swkwaiimmaxampona
l
gtaielmiu,
s.o
lkisa
a P •
•es r
•.•
Joanna Adams at 759-4136.

Ho's Kitchen
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Holland Tire Co.
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Mrs. Anne T. Wood
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FINAL WAREHOUSE CARPET CLEARANCE
CARPET
st ?ring it
$299

$
Prices Good 'Aril Jame 6, IOU

Double Roll
329

VINYL
starting at
$599
sq yd

$199

$199

WALLPAPER ...

BORDERS....
101

Red Burnt Brock IS xIS

New Shipment Area Rugs

Stepping Stones

FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4. wide door

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
tte.1-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
s 759-1390
- koar Home investment Company Sine* 1884 ZZ
Monday-Friday 780-8; Saturday 8-4
aki Prieeas Good at Mane y /More 0,410 • ("that Loistiene: Benton • Lasko City

Check Out
Our Many
Sidewalk Specials

All In-Stock
Carpet &
Vinyl
ON SALE

Financing Available

* 90 Days

44m

Same As Cash

JOE SMITH CARPET
s

1..11 \orth

Vitirra‘

'sit , Visa Ai Discoser ltiltometti

75344,60
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